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A large-scale quantum computer will have the ability to solve many com-
putational problems beyond the capabilities of today’s most powerful computers.
Significant efforts to build such a computer are underway, many of which are small
prototypes that are believed to be extensible to larger systems. Such systems, like
the one in this thesis built off of 171Yb+ions, are enticing scientific endeavors for their
potential to inform the production of large-scale systems, as well as the interesting
experiments they can perform. In this work, experimental research is presented on
both topics: scalability as well as compelling computations.
The first half of this thesis discusses building and optimizing a quantum com-
puter to have high-fidelity qubit operations. An experimental architecture that al-
lows for individual addressing and individual detection of qubits is presented along-
side a discussion of errors and error-reduction. We derive the coherent manipulation
of qubits using Raman lasers for rotational gates and the criteria necessary for multi-
qubit entangling gates. Methods for efficiently fulfilling these criteria are presented
with experimental data. Lastly, we consider coherence-related properties of the
system necessary to perform these operations and how they can be experimentally
improved.
The second half of the thesis features three experimental applications of the
quantum computer: quantifying quantum scrambling, applying a quantum error
correction code, and measuring Rényi entropy. Quantum scrambling is the coherent
delocalization of information through a quantum system and is notably difficult to
quantify experimentally. We present an efficient scheme to measure it using quan-
tum teleportation. Quantum error correction is a set of techniques for mitigating the
effect of imperfect operations performed on a quantum computer, and we demon-
strate some of these techniques in order to fault-tolerantly prepare a logical qubit.
Lastly, Rényi entropy is an information theoretic quantity that can be used to di-
rectly quantify the amount of entanglement in a system. We present a method for
measuring it efficiently using a quantum gate known as a Fredkin gate.
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5.1 A summary of results from preparing logical states and applying sta-
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Quantum computers (QC’s) leverage the laws of quantum mechanics to solve
computational problems. While regular bits of information can be either 0 or 1,
quantum bits (qubits) can be in a superposition of 0 and 1. Therefore, we can
define a piece of information as having the state amplitudes:
|ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉
At first glance, one might reduce this phenomenon to discrete values versus contin-
uous values of 0’s and 1’s, as depicted in Figure 1.1a and b, but the reality is far
deeper. α and β are complex numbers, and the likelihood of measuring the qubit







Figure 1.1: Comparison of information stored discretely (a), continuously using
1 variable (b), and continuously using two variables (c). Classical information is










This formalism shows that two cyclic variables (θ and φ) are required to depict the
qubit state, which is most naturally represented on a sphere (Figure 1.1c), which
is commonly referred to as a Bloch sphere [1]. The distinction between classical and
quantum information is very clear: two possible points on a line versus any possible
point on a sphere. By re-imagining digital information in this way, exponentially
more data can be stored on a register of qubits than on a similarly sized register of
classical bits.
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The other major distinction between classical and quantum computing is en-







If two qubits are entangled, the amplitude and phase of their shared, correlated state
cannot be discovered by measuring either qubit: both must be measured. In some
sense, the two disparate qubits behave like a single qubit, which is why their state
amplitudes are written here in a similar fashion as the single-qubit states. These
entangled states were described in a seminal paper by Albert Einstein, Boris Podol-
sky, and Nathan Rosen where they explore the unique, “spooky” characteristics of
entangled states [2]. An example of the spookiness of these states is demonstrated
by considering how rotating the phase of the first qubit in the entangled state is
completely equivalent to rotating the phase of the second qubit. This rotation is a
local operation that is only experienced by qubit one, and yet its effect is shared by
both qubits equally.
Quantum entanglement is a central topic in this thesis. In section 1, results
from performing different methods for generating entanglement are presented. Then,
in section 2, we present data from three quantum algorithms that require high-
fidelity entangling gates. In one case, entanglement is used to mitigate inherent
errors in the qubits. In the other two cases, entangling gates generate interesting
information theoretic quantities we measured. Though both superposition and en-
tanglement are the backbone of quantum computing, generating entanglement is
4
universally more difficult to do with high fidelity on large systems.
Thanks to both quantum superposition and quantum entanglement quantum
computers can famously solve several extremely difficulty computational problems
efficiently [3–5]. Since those early, seminar discoveries, many theoretical applications
of quantum computers have developed in the fields of quantum physics [6], chemistry
[7, 8], biology [9], materials science [10], and many more.
1.2 Quantum Circuits
The horizontal lines in a quantum circuit depict the operations performed on
a specific qubit and the operations are indicated by symbols or text. These circuits
are similar to digital logic circuits where lines represent wires that direct pieces of
classical information into some logical operation. Examples of classical and quantum
exclusive-or (XOR) gates are respectively depicted in Figure 1.2a-b alongside truth
tables, which map out the relationship between input states to output states. There
are several important distinctions between the classical and quantum versions of
this gate that will help elucidate quantum computing generally.
In the classical version of the gate, the wires before the double curved lines
carry the classical input information. The wires carry discrete voltages (either 3.3
V or 0 V) to denote the 1 state or the 0 state. The symbol denotes the XOR gate,
which can be constructed by properly connecting transistors together and the single
output would be contained by the wire to the right of the XOR. The XOR’s output
(Out1) is 1 if and only if one of the two input states (In1 or In2) are 1. If both or
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neither are 1, then the output is 0. By looking at the output of the classical XOR, it
is impossible to know the input states as it could always be one of two such states.
Since information about the input states is lost at the end of the gate, it is simply
dissipated as heat.
In the quantum version of the XOR, known more colloquially as a controlled-
not (CNOT) gate, the “wires” are non-physical and only serve to denote the distinct
qubits and the time-ordering of the qubit operations (time flows left to right). Here,
the CNOT gate does not resemble a collection of transistors. Instead, the gate is a
set of either laser or microwave pulses that manipulate the qubits in a controlled and
coherent manner. This is the first major distinction between quantum and classical
circuits: digital quantum logic is performed by coupling oscillating electromagnetic
fields to the qubits instead of sending the classical bits through physical objects.
For the experimental approach discussed in this thesis, the qubits are not connected
by any physical object whatsoever and they only interact due to laser beams and
Coulomb forces between them.
Another distinction between the classical and quantum circuits is the location
of the information. As mentioned, classical circuits store information in wires that
connect the logical components. In contrast, quantum information remains local
to the physical qubit instead of flowing on a wire. Sometimes, as multi-qubit op-
erations are performed on the quantum register, the information might be shared
between qubits via entangled states. This non-locality is very nuanced because the
information is physically stored in invisible correlations between qubits and can only





















Figure 1.2: Two similar circuits are displayed. a) A classical XOR gate and its
truth table. b) The quantum XOR gate more commonly known as a CNOT gate is
presented with its truth table.
different axes of their entangled Bloch spheres. In many cases, the entanglement is
undone at the end of a quantum circuit, and the information is returned to a local
environment: a single qubit.
Despite these differences, the classical and quantum XOR have identical truth
tables. In the quantum version, the classical output is repeated onto the second
qubit’s output state (Out2), while the first qubit (Out1) is unperturbed by the
gate. This effects 4 distinct output states corresponding to 4 distinct input states.
1.3 Thesis layout
The experiments in this thesis were performed on a QC that was designed and
assembled by myself and colleagues under the purview of our advisor, Christopher
Monroe. Please see the thesis of Shantanu Debnath ( [11]) for a more complete
description of the physical hardware, and Caroline Figgatt’s thesis ( [12]) for an in-
depth discussion of the experimental control software and its architectural structure.
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In this thesis, I will first write about the disparate elements of the experiment that
I was most involved with and their background. In chapter 2, I will introduce the
devices and physics we use to create a qubit out of 171Yb+ions. In chapter 3, I
will discuss how we coherently manipulate the qubits using a pulsed laser. In the
remaining chapters, I focus on different computational problems that we studied
using our quantum computer: quantum scrambling, quantum error correction, and
measuring Rényi entropy in respective chapters 4, 5, and 6.
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Chapter 2: Trapping Ytterbium Ions
2.1 Ytterbium Qubits
Ion trap quantum computing is the overarching theme of this thesis, yet it
was only in the realm of imagination when ion trapping was invented. The early
experiments using trapped ions focused on atomic physics phenomena [13–15]. Many
of the techniques developed then are harnessed today to build QCs [16]. With the
advent of commercially available lasers, these techniques have been nearly perfected
and the typical criteria for quantum computing, known as the DiVincenzo criteria
[17], are achieved on trapped ions. The DiVincenzo criteria and their realization on
trapped ions are:
I: initializing the qubits to a known state at the beginning of each experiment [18]
II: relative coherence times are long compared with the time it takes to perform
operations [18, 19]
III: high-fidelity readout of the qubit register [20, 21]
IV: high-fidelity control of the qubits [22]
V: ability to extend the quantum computer to a large-scale system [23,24]
9
Since every cooled, trapped ion features identical spectral properties, we can
argue that ions are perfectly reproducible. This is a crucial observation for the
scalability of QC’s. Though it does not completely solve the scalability problem,
it simplifies the requirements greatly. Other experimental candidates for quantum
computing require engineered repeatability for success. Superconducting properties
can change from qubit to qubit and between temperature cycling. To engineer
systems of nitrogen-vacancy qubits, positioning of the nitrogen atom on the order
of the diamond lattice spacing is required. In contrast, all trapped ion qubits will
feature identical electronic transitions every time an ion is loaded into the trap. For
the purposes of quantum computing, the most important atomic transition is the
qubit transition, and there are many impressive, commonly-trapped candidates.
Some of the best trapped-ion qubits have hyperfine-split ground states that
have microwave splittings and make wonderful qubits. 43Ca+ ions can be truly
insensitive to magnetic field fluctuations in the presence of 146 G magnetic fields [19].
133Ba+ has a microwave splitting; optical transitions for cooling and detection [25];
and emits photons that are entangled to the qubit which have been converted to
wavelengths favorable for transmission through optical fibers [26]. In this work,
the qubit we use is the hyperfine-split ground states of 171Yb+. We define |0〉 as
|F = 0,mF = 0〉 and |1〉 as |F = 1,mF = 0〉 in the 2S1/2 manifold. A qubit can be
expressed in the lab frame as:
|ψ〉 = cos(θ/2) |0〉+ sin(θ/2)ei(ωhf+δ)t |1〉 (2.1)
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where ωhf = 2π×12.6428 GHz and δ = 2π310.8B2; B is in units of Gauss and δ is in
units of Hertz. These frequencies define the resonance condition of the qubit. The
dependence on the magnetic field is quadratic and the shift can be very small, which
means that the qubit resonance is incredibly stable and can be driven coherently by
electromagnetic fields of a similar frequency. In contrast, if the frequency of a qubit
splitting is too noisy, the electromagnetic drive will dephase from the qubit. In this
regard, the 171Yb+qubit has a naturally long coherence time of ∼ 1 second [18].
Using spin-echo pulses, researchers have been able to extend this coherence time to
∼ 10 minutes [27]. This is comparable to true “atomic clock” transitions that are
insensitive to magnetic field fluctuations [28], despite having a weak dependence on
magnetic field. Since our experiments are typically only a few milliseconds long, the
coherence time of the qubit does not limit us.
Furthermore, the radiative decay lifetime of |1〉 to |0〉 is ∼16 minutes, effec-
tively zero for the experimental timescales we consider [29]. For this reason, a qubit
prepared in any arbitrary state will remain in that state as long as no light is applied
to it.
2.2 rf Paul Traps in Theory
Trapping ions using electromagnetic fields dates back to the mid 21th century.
Hans Dehmelt and Wolfgang Paul shared a Nobel prize for their work on two types
of ion traps [30,31]. Hans Dehmelt is accredited with developing the Penning trap,
which uses static electric and magnetic fields to trap charged particles. These devices
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have been used to make world-class instruments for precision measurements [32–34]
as well as quantum simulators [35, 36]. Wolfgang Paul, on the other hand, worked
on traps which use static and oscillating electric fields to trap ions. These Paul traps
will be a focus of this chapter and form a bedrock of the research presented in this
thesis. We can begin our discussion of Paul traps by considering confining charged
particles in Cartesian coordinates:
V (x, y, z) =
V0
2r20
(αx2 + βy2 + γz2) (2.2)
where r0 is the distance of the particle from central trapping region and α, β, and γ
are coefficients of the quadratic potentials. Applying Gauss’ Law, we arrive at the
under-constraining equality:
∇2V (~r) = α + β + γ = 0 (2.3)
In a single dimension, it is simple enough to set α to 0 and β = −1 = −γ:
V (x, y, z) =
V0
2r20
(βy2 − γz2) (2.4)
and







Due to the symmetries of the trapping fields, a charged particle injected into
the trap will experience a saddle potential, which only confines in one direction.
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Instead, rf Paul traps work by time-varying β and γ together as β(t) = −γ(t) =
cos(Ωrf t), causing the signs of Ey and Ez to oscillate around 0 periodically. These
fields can be thought of as a rotating saddle pseudo-potential, causing the particle
to experience a harmonic potential.
Now, we can introduce a static component alongside the oscillating potential
of the form:








Where Ωrf is the rf oscillation frequency supplied to the electrodes and Vrf is the
voltage of that rf signal. Inside this potential, a charged particle will move according








(Vdc + Vrfcos(Ωrf t))z = 0 (2.8)
Here, e is the electron charge and m is the mass of the charged particle. This set of
equations takes the form of Mathieu differential equations which are solved using the
Floquet theorem. See ref. [37] for a thorough derivation of the particle’s equations
of motion. The results can be summed up:













Where Y0 and Z0 are the amplitudes of the ion’s slowly oscillating secular motion,
and ωy and ωz are the radial secular frequencies. Additionally, we can see another
term which is typically an order of magnitude smaller than the trapping potentials
that oscillates at the rf drive frequency. This term crucially depends on the distance











the equations of motion in Equation 2.9 are dominated by the terms oscillating
at the secular frequencies. Outside of this region, the particle will experience small
excursions from its nominal position, known as micromotion. It is useful to think
of a rotating saddle potential to imagine micromotion [31]. The particle, no longer
at the center of the saddle, will be repeatably perturbed by the potential barrier.
Although this dislocation is highly coherent and can be considered a feature of an
ion trap, it can also heat ions, causing them to be ejected from the trap, or alter
the laser-atom interactions we use to manipulate the ions. Therefore, minimizing
micromotion is often a crucial step in setting up an ion trap experiment [38]. By
changing the static confinement, the ions can be moved into the region of the trap
where micromotion is minimized.
Typically, the static axial confining term is quadratic, though it can also in-
clude a quartic term. Such confinement would feature an electric potential of the
form:














With a purely quadratic term in the Hamiltonian, the axial confinement is
harmonic, which causes the ions to bunch together in the middle of the trap and the
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ion positions can be solved for numerically [39]. The additional anharmonic term
allows for more evenly-spaced ions, and also has numerical approaches for solving
for ion position [40].
2.2.1 Ultra-High Vacuum Systems
Aside from being trapped by appropriate trapping potentials, ions need to be
isolated from the outside world using ultra-high vacuum chambers with pressures of
10−11 Torr. These vacuum chambers are built with fused silica windows, allowing
physicists to either shine laser beams onto the ions and change their internal states
or collect photons that they emit.
Though the ions are insulated from interacting with matter outside their cham-
ber, there are still collisions between trapped ions and background gases insde the
chamber. Stainless steel is generally the material of choice for making ultra-high
vacuum systems, which is infused with H2 molecules during production [41, 42].
These molecules diffuse out of the steel over time and into the vacuum chamber.
Methods to rid the steel of H2 are being researched, including baking the systems
at high temperatures and treating their surfaces [43]. Nevertheless, in ours and
many other experimental systems, H2 remains the dominant background gas after
other gases have been thoroughly removed. It can collide with a trapped ion and
create hydride molecules, induce significant heating and melt the ionic crystal, or
simply make a glancing collision and require more laser cooling before the experi-
ment returns to a useful state. Since the likelihood of background collisions scales
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linearly with ion number, current systems of < 100 qubits will not be limited by
their collision rates [30].
2.3 Trapping Ions in Practice
To create the above-mentioned trapping potentials, we use segmented, gold-
covered alumina blades [11], as depicted in Figure 2.1. The dc electrodes, labeled
E1-E5, carry a static potential between −10 and 10 V. The rf electrodes have a
structure that mirrors the dc electrodes but the entire electrode carries the same
potential. The two sets of electrodes are matched by another set of dc and rf
electrodes such that we have access to 10 individual dc electrodes and 2 connected rf
electrodes. The four electrodes are positioned to create a 450µm by 325µm rectangle,
as shown in Figure 2.2. These sets of electrodes combine to create the quadrupole
trapping potential that is described by Equation 2.11. The rf potentials are driven
by a signal oscillating at 2π × 23.83 MHz, which cause the ions to experience a
secular frequency of 2π× 3.05 MHz. Based on Equation 2.9, we can infer that the
peak voltage on the rf drive is ∼ 400 V.
The trap is held inside a stainless steal vacuum chamber with high optical
access. A helical quarter-wave rf resonator ( [44, 45]) and several digital to analog
voltage converters are connected to the trap using rf feedthroughs. The resonator is
used to deliver a high-voltage rf field to the trap with a narrowly defined frequency.
As we will see later, the stability of this field has great implications for our ion trap
quantum computer. No substantive changes have been made to the trap or anything
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inside the vacuum chamber since Ref. [11] was published.
In an ideal scenario, electrodes would be configured to affect a somewhat
flat-bottomed axial potential at the center of the trap where the micromotion null
is found. This flat-bottomed potential takes the form of a quartic term in the
axial potential (α1 >> α0 from Equation 2.11). In practice, we found that the
micromotion null of the trap was actually over electrodes E2 and E9, likely due
to imperfections of the trap assembly. We chose to ground electrodes E4, E5, E6,
and E7 and only use electrodes E1, E2, E3, E8, E9, and E10 for trapping. This
significantly impeded our ability to create the flat-bottomed potential [46], so it is
quadratic instead. Without a quartic potential, we cannot create equally spaced ions
that are well-imaged onto the equally spaced optical elements that will be described
later on in Chapter 3.
2.4 Loading the Ion Trap with Ytterbium Ions
To trap 171Yb+ions, we use a two-photon process that allows for isotope se-
lectivity [47]. We start with ∼25 mg of isotopically enriched neutral 171Yb stored
in a stainless steel tube pointed towards the ion trap [11]. 95% of the Yb in this
sample is 171Y b and 5% is 174Y b. Then we use a dc current to heat the tube, which
propels neutral Yb atoms through the ion trap. We then focus 398.8 nm laser light
resonant with the 1S0 −→1 P1 transition of neutral 171Yb perpendicular to the atomic
beam, which decreases the broadening of the transition due to Doppler shifts. The
equivalent transition in 174Yb is more than a GHz detuned, creating isotopic selec-
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Figure 2.1: Photograph taken of the ion trap. The dc electrodes are in focus and
back-lit to emphasize their segmented nature. The white that surrounds the golden
electrodes is Macor ceramic. 5 dc electrodes and an rf electrode are labeled.
Figure 2.2: A photograph looking down the axis of the trap. From here, it is clear
that the edges of the razor blades make a rectangular shape. The sharpness of
the blades and the clean deposition of gold onto them are necessary for generating
smooth trapping potentials.
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tivity of 171Yb [47]. Other isotopes present in the neutral Yb sample are similarly
off-resonant, though are less likely to be present. Then we use one of two lasers with
a wavelength less than 394.1 nm to further excite the electron from the 1P1 level
into a continuum of states excited beyond the atom, thereby creating 171Yb+ions.
In our experiment, we have excess cooling and Raman light that we can use for this
second transition. The atoms are ionized inside the rf trap, where they are repelled
from one another and the rotating potential barriers. Without a means to dissipate
the significant kinetic energy of the ions, the ions will not be well-confined and will
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the most relevenat 171Yb+energy levels for the purposes of
this thesis. The qubit is defined in the hyperfine-split 2S1/2 manifold. The
2S1/2
to 2P1/2 transition is used for cooling, initialization, and detection, but the
2P1/2
states have a small likelihood of decaying to the 2D3/2 manifold. To get the ion
back into the 2S1/2 or
2P1/2 manifolds, another laser is used that transfer the ion to
the 3[3/2]3/2 manifold, which quickly decays to the
2S1/2 manifold.
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2.5 Ytterbium Energy Levels
Now we will discuss the energy levels of Ytterbium beyond the qubit levels.
Most notably, we couple the qubit to the 2P1/2 manifold using a UV transition, see
Figure 2.3. We will leverage this S-P coupling for several important processes:
cooling ions to load them into the trap and between experiments; initializing them
into the |0〉 state; and detecting them using a state-dependent fluorescence tech-
nique. The 2P1/2 can decay with 0.5% likelihood outside of our qubit states and
into the long-lived 2D3/2 manifold. The D-state lifetime is 52.7 ms. We can couple
the D-manifold levels to the 3[3/2]3/2 manifold using a 935.2 nm laser, see Figure
2.3. Since both these energy levels have hyperfine structure, we need to couple both
the |F = 1〉 and |F = 2〉 states of the 2D3/2 manifold to the respective |F = 0〉 and
|F = 1〉 states of the 3[3/2]3/2 manifold. We accomplish this by adding a 3.07 GHz
sideband onto the light using an electro-optic modulator (EOM). The bracket states
finally decay into the ground state manifold. Without this laser, the ion would
quickly get stuck in the D states when 369 light is applied to the ions.
2.5.1 Doppler Cooling
The atoms are ionized inside the trapping zone after being propelled from the
atomic ovens with very large velocities. We dissipate this unwanted kinetic energy
using Doppler cooling laser beams off-resonant from the S to P transition [48, 49],
depicted in Figure 2.4c. A laser beam’s ability to cool atoms is related to the
amount of photons it can scatter off the ion, where scattering events remove some
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Where I is the beam intensity and Isat = πhc/3λ
3τ is the transition’s saturation
intensity, τ = 2π × 19.6MHz is the natural linewidth of the S to P transition [18].
Γ is the spontaneous emission rate equivalent to 2π/τ . The laser detuning is ∆L,
therefore a larger detuning will simply lead to less photons being scattered. The fast-
moving ions will experience a Doppler shift from resonance as ∆L = δ−~k ·~v. Since
we expect atoms to be very hot upon arrival in the trap, we apply two laser beams to
cool them. One is a 300 MHz detuned beam that cools some subset of hot ions, and
the other is a 9.8 MHz detuned beam for the ions once they are less energetic. The
intensity of the 200 MHz detuned beam is far beyond Isat, which power-broadens
the transition and scatters considerable numbers of photons off 171Yb+ions moving
at a wide range of velocities. This beam is also used to cool ions once trapped, as
it can cool ions after significant collisions with background gases.
The detuning of the 9.8 MHz beam is decided by the the fact that the Lorentzian
structure of the atomic transition has the steepest slope at its full-width half-
maximum. Therefore, we can cool most efficiently by setting the frequency of our
laser at δ = −τ/2 MHz away from resonance. This beam is below the saturation
intensity, which cools the ions to a temperature defined by the recoil limit. We use
an additional, attenuated beam before experiments to lower the recoil limit of our
cooling beams.
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We Doppler cool our ions by coupling every state in the 2S1/2 manifold with
states in the 2P1/2 manifold. This is accomplished using all polarizations, π̂, σ̂
+,
and σ̂−, see Figure 2.4c. We couple the F = 0(1) states in the S manifold to the
F = 1(0) states in the P manifold using a resonant beam with a 14.7 GHz sideband.
This is done by sending in a resonant beam through an EOM driven by a 7.3 GHz
signal. By driving the EOM strongly, we can generate a large second-order sideband
at the necessary detuning of 14.7 GHz. This way, we can efficiently cool the ion
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Figure 2.4: The S-P transition is used for initialization (b), cooling (c), and de-
tection (d). For each utility, a different set of sidebands is put onto the beam and
different polarizations are required. The only function that is significantly worsened
by off-resonant processes is detection, where the beam resonantly drives a cycling
transition between the states shown and photons are collected. The beam can off-
resonantly excite the ion into the 2P1/2 F = 1 manifold, which will decay to the |0〉
qubit state and no more photons will be scattered. All three individual beams are
focused with a slight angle to the axis of the ion chain. By doing so, all polarizations
are available. Cooling could be improved by changing its direction to address the
radial motion more strongly.
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2.5.2 Initialize
Initializing qubits at the beginning of every experiment to a known state is
a requirement for quantum computing, as discussed above. Certainly, it would be
impossible to compute with a qubit in some unknown state. Therefore, we optically
pump our qubits into |0〉 at the beginning of every experiment. We apply a beam
that is resonant with the transition between the F = 1 states in the S manifold and
the F = 1 states in the P manifold with all polarizations, as seen in Figure 2.4b.
We create this resonance condition using a 2.1 GHz sideband applied to a resonant
369 nm beam using an EOM. The F = 1 levels of the P manifold will either decay
to |0〉 or back to the F = 1 levels of the S manifold. This process will continue until
no population is left in any state besides |0〉 , where they will be 12.6 GHz detuned
from resonance with the applied light. In practise, we can transfer > 99.7% of the
population to |0〉 in only 5 µsec.
2.5.3 Detection
The detection beam i resonant with the transition between the F = 1 states
in the S manifold and the F = 0 states in the P manifold with all polarizations,
as depicted in Figure 2.4d. If the qubit is in |1〉, the beam will resonantly excite
it to the P manifold. From there, it will decay down to the F = 1 states in the S
manifold, while decay to the F = 0 state is forbidden. Additionally, any decay to
the D manifold will not result in ions ending up in the F = 0 state. Therefore, a
cycling transition will take place between the F = 1 states in the S manifold and
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the F = 0 states in the P manifold. Since the Zeeman splitting is only 7 MHz, any
of the F = 1 states are still near-resonant, and many photons will be emitted from
the qubit in every direction.
In contrast to the fluorescence emitted from ions in |1〉, ions in |0〉 are 14.7
GHz off-resonant from allowed transitions. Therefore, they will scatter very few
photons in the presence of the detection beam, as seen in Figure 2.5. Therefore,
the fluorescence is dependent on the detected state and we can use a discriminator
method to determine the qubit state, if we collect two or more photons, we infer
that the qubit was in |1〉 and vice versa.
In practise, we shine this resonant light onto the ions for 150µs, and we collect
9 photons on average to form a Poisson-like distribution, as seen in Figure 2.5.
The intensity of the detection beam is locked with a PID loop to preserve this same
distribution for all experiments.
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Figure 2.5: Real data from measuring a qubit prepared in |0〉 by means of optical
pumping or in |1〉 using pumping as well as a high-fidelity microwave transition.
The bright state scatters an average of 9 photons every experimental cycle, while
the dark state scatters none. Our preferred method of determining which qubit state
the ion was in is a discriminator method, where two or more counts are enough to
label the ion as bright. The detection fidelity of |0(1)〉 is 99.66(3)%(99.04(5)), where
the uncertainties are statistical.
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Figure 2.6: All 32 channels of our 32-channel PMT array are slowly read out onto
a display like this. This allows for the close monitoring of the qubit fluorescence
between experiments.
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2.5.4 Experimental Setup for Detection
We ultimately detect our qubits by collecting photons with a 0.37 NA lens and
imaging them onto an intermediate imagining plane where spatial filters block out
background scatter [11]. Next, we magnify the intermediate image plane using a
telescope that focuses the image onto the individual channels of a 32-channel PMT
array1 [11]. The PMT’s have a quantum efficiency of ∼ 40% for the 369 photons we
expect to scatter. The PMT array outputs small signals of only ∼ 10 mV and ∼ 1 ns
rise time across a 50 Ohm load. These signals are sent into a digitizing FPGA that
simply converts them into 40 ns digital pulses, which are sent to a second FPGA
that does that actual counting. The main source of error in this PMT array is the
electrical crosstalk. ∼ 3% of all counts cause a neighboring channel to register a
photon count and ∼ 0.5% is registered on next-to-nearest neighboring channels. In
order to reduce the crosstalk, every other channel is used for imaging our ions.
Since Ref. [11] was published, we added an optional time-stamping feature to
the FPGA. With the time-stamping, the number of photons are recorded alongside
their arrival time to the nearest half microsecond. Since the photons are coming
asynchronously with the FPGA clock, we need to stretch them in time at least
as long as three times the clock time for them to be counted and time-stamped.
If they are too short, the positive edge of the FPGA’s clock might not coincide
with the counter and the time stamping will never register. Another failure mode
is if the photon arriving simultaneously with the positive edge, which can put the
1Hamamatsu H7260-200
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FPGA state machine into an unstable state that takes several clock edges to resolve.
Therefore, we extend the pulses to be 3x the clock cycle of the FPGA. The time
stamping is finally performed by initializing a counter on the FPGA at the beginning
of the detection chapter. If a photon is counted, the position of that counter is
converted to µs and recorded.
With or without time-stamping, the digitizing FPGA receives information
about which channels to bin together and send to the counting FPGA. As of now,
only 8 lines of data are capable of being sent to the counting FPGA, but any
combination of the 32 channels can be sent over those communication lines. Simul-
taneously, the digitizing FPGA updates a LabView program of the counts in each
of the 32 channels over a USB line about once every second. The LabView program
then displays the counts, so the ions can be monitored regularly. A sample display
is shown in Figure 2.6. By visual inspection of the counts, experimentalists can
deduce if lasers are locked or if the PMT’s are misaligned.
Within this detection scheme, there are a few unrelated, outstanding issues
that can limit our measurement fidelities. Firstly, the 150 µs detection window that
we require to collect 9 photons is long enough for non-resonant processes to begin
lowering our detection fidelity. In that time, the 2.1 GHz detuning of the detection
beam is capable of exciting the ion into the F = 1 states in the P manifold. This
has a significant probability of decaying into |0〉, and the ion will no longer scatter
photons. We term this dynamics bright-to-dark pumping because the bright state,
|1〉, is off-resonantly pumped into the dark state, |0〉. If this happens before 2
photons are counted, then we incorrectly infer that the ion was in |0〉. This is
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the main source of error that asymmetrically drives down the detection fidelity.
Detecting |0〉 is done at higher fidelity because the relevant transition is a further
12.6 GHz detuned, though dark-to-bright pumping is also a source of error. Because
of these issues, we detect |0〉 with 99.66(3)% fidelity and |1〉 with 99.04(5)% fidelity,
as can be seen in Figure 2.7a-b.
Another asymmetry that effects our detection fidelities is the electrical crosstalk.
As seen in Figure 2.7b, the counts from a bright ion in channel 2 have spilt over
onto channels 1 and 3. These crosstalk counts effect channel 3 more than twice as
often as channel 1. While the spillover of counts is 0.5%, the bright-state detection is
much lower at 0.008%. This portrays the strength of the discrimination method we
employ. While many false counts are being registered, they are completely uncorre-
lated. Therefore, the likelihood of two of these random crosstalk errors occurring in
the same 150 µs window is very low. If two ions are prepared bright on either side
of a dark ion, both ions will spillover onto the dark ion’s channel causing the dark
ion to be erroneously read as bright 0.0171(6)%, a marked uptick from when only
one neighboring ion is bright. Of course, this is caused by the increased likelihood
of two crosstalk errors to occur in the same detection window, see Figure 2.7c.
With these errors well-documented, we can understand the data in Figure
2.7d, where each of the detection fidelities of each of the 25 = 32 5-qubit states are
presented with an average readout fidelity of 95.6%. The data is taken by moving
a single ion to different parts of the trap where its fluorescence will be imaged onto
each of the 5 relevant PMT channels. We prepare it in both the dark state with
optical pumping or the bright state with high-fidelity microwave Rabi flopping.
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Once we have statistics for each PMT channel, we assume that all the detection
errors are uncorrelated and we simply add counts together to create the photon
statistics of each state. The state |00000〉, for example, is generated by adding the
data from preparing dark ions in each of the 5 PMT channels. This state happens
to be the highest fidelity state we can measure because the biggest issues in our
detection scheme, bright-to-dark pumping and electrical crosstalk, are minimized.
The lowest fidelity states are |10101〉, where crosstalk is maximized, and |11011〉,
where a combination of crosstalk and bright-to-dark pumping lower the fidelities.
The bright-to-dark pumping issues are shown in Figure 2.7e, where we show a 3D
state-to-state histogram. Clearly, there is significant structure in this plot as each
state, n, is likely to be misread as n ± 2m, where m is 1-5. This accounts for the
diagonal structure seen in the figure.
Also, we can see how all 27 = 128 7-qubit states are measured with 92.6%
fidelity in Figure 2.8. Again, we see the highest fidelity state is |0000000〉 and the
lowest fidelity states have many bright ions and dark ions with two bright neighbors
like |1010101〉 and |1101010〉.
We can correct for these errors for averaged data by generating statistics for
a state-to-state error matrix that maps the likelihood of incorrectly measuring a
particular state, i, if another state, j, is actually prepared. We can measure these
errors, and present them as εij into a 2
N square matrix that accounts for all the state
preparation and detection (SPAM) errors within the system. Since these errors are
naturally convoluted together and they only occur once per experiment, we combine
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1− ε00000000000000 ε00000000000001 . . . ε00000001111111
ε0000001000000 1− ε00000010000001 . . . ε11111110000001
...
. . .




This matrix maps a vector detected states onto a vector of SPAM-free states
as follows:
~Pdet = M~Pideal (2.14)
Therefore, we can correct for SPAM errors using the following protocol. First we
repeat any experiment several thousand times like many other quantum physics ex-
periments where single-shot measurements cannot accurately capture the quantum
state due to noise or quantum superposition. Next, we record the likelihood of mea-
suring each possible state in the qubit register and represent those statistics in a
vector, ~Pdet. Lastly, we use the SPAM matrices and matrix inversion such that we
extract ~Pideal = M
′ ~Pdet.
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Figure 2.7: Different experiments were performed to learn properties of our mea-
surement apparatus. All error bars are statistical. a) A single ion is prepared dark
and imaged onto PMT channel 2. The likelihood of measuring any counts is very
low, 0.0026(3)%. b) A single ion is prepared bright and imaged onto channel 2.
Channel 3 has double the crosstalk counts as channel 1, which is due to electrical
crosstalk in the PMT and not optical spillover. c) Two bright ions are imaged onto
channels 1 and 3, and a dark ion is imaged onto channel 2. The detection crosstalk
is worse than the sum of its parts because the bright-state detection threshold is 2
photons. d) Fidelity of measuring each three-qubit state. e) The state-to-state error






























































































































































































2.5.5 Other Methods for State Classification
As presented in Ref. [50], we explored other methods for classifying many-
qubit states beyond a simple discriminator based on neural networks. A neural
network can be considered a collection of neurons organized in layers. The input
layer is comprised of photon counts from the PMT array and their arrival times,
while the output layer is the many-qubit state classification. Both of these layers
have a defined number of neurons pending on the number of PMT channels and the
number of qubits. Between these layers are so-called hidden layers, whose neuron
count can be larger than that of the input and output layers.
The input vector to each layer, xi, is defined by the output of the previous
layer, zi−1. Each layer has its own weights and biases, represented as vectors bi and
matrices Mi respectively. Each neuron then performs the algebra zi = Mixi − bi
to create a convoluted mapping between the input layer and the output layer. By
training the NN on large numbers of real data, the optimal values of Mi and bi can
be learned and a direct mapping between photon counts and arrival times to qubit
state can be generated.
In our implementation of this NN, we found that two hidden layers worked the
best, while the optimal number of neurons in these layers varied between 8 and 40
pending on the complexity of the input data. As mentioned above, ions are imaged
onto every other channel of the PMT array. Therefore, NN’s were tested with and
without the data from these intermediate PMT channel. Similarly, NN’s were tested
with and without the photon arrival time data. Pending on what data was used,
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the optimal number of neurons changed. More details about the training formalism
are included in the manuscript [50].
To train the NN for a given configuration of ions or PMT channels, we used
60% of the collected data. Then 20% of the data was used to validate the NN and
another 20% was used for testing. After training and validation, a NN can take the
photon counts from a single experiment and report the qubit state.
A NN trained with both time-stamping information and photon counts from
intermediate channels demonstrated an improvement over the simple discriminator
method we had been using until then. To increase the competitiveness of the non-
learned method, we implemented an adaptive discriminator method to classify qubit
states [21]. This method works by discriminating PMT counts as before, but repeats
the process with an adapted threshold based on the state of neighboring qubits.
For example, if three PMT channels measured {12, 2, 0} counts, then the initial
thresholding would deduce the qubits were in state |110〉 by assuming that any
detector with more than one count images a bright ion. Since all of the qubits have
neighboring ions that are considered to be, the threshold for a bright event increase
to two counts on detectors 1, 2, and 3 and the deduced state changes to |100〉.
This method, called adaptive thresholding, reduces the errors due to measurement
crosstalk. Without time-stamped data, the NN was able to match the fidelity of
the adaptive threshold classification technique and improve it by 0.1%, as seen in
Figure 2.9.
More sophisticated methods of thresholding can be developed for classifying
qubit states that account for photon arrival times, though this avenue of research
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was not implemented for the manuscript [50]. For example, photons that arrived
early in the detection window are more likely to be from ions that are prepared in
the bright state than to be emitted from ions that were pumped bright. Therefore
these early photons can be weighted more heavily than the later photons. The NN
was able to leverage this useful information to slightly improve its ability to classify
states by 0.1%, as presented in Figure 2.9 as ’TNN’.
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example, with 3 ions and 7 PMT channels, the machine should
predict that the input x 1 10 2 1 1 10 1s T
in = ( )( ) corresponds to
the state 101ñ∣ , which is the 6th class and is represented by
y 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0s
T= ( ) . The performance of the network can
be quantified by a cost-function that measures the difference
between the network’s prediction and the target. Hence, the task
of training is to find the weights and biases that optimize this
cost-function. In this work, we use the ADADELTA optimizer
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where Ns is the number of samples, 2
N is the number of classes,
and ys n,˜ is the output value of the network corresponding to the
class n for the sample s.
To design and train the network, we split the data in three
sets: training (60%), cross-validation (20%), and test sets
(20%). The training set is used to train a given network and
find its optimal weights and biases. The cross-validation set is
used to evaluate the performance of networks with different
number of hidden layers and neurons to choose the optimal
network architecture. We observe that networks with two
hidden layers perform the best. For each network, all hidden
layers have the same number of neurons. This number varies
from 8, for the simplest case, to 40, for the network with the
most features. Such an architecture is complex enough to
correctly classify the measurement data without overfitting it.
Lastly, the reported performance of the optimal networks is
evaluated, using the previously unseen test set.
We now discuss the results in detail. We begin by
moving a single trapped-ion to the positions that would be
occupied by ions in the multi-ion chain that we wish to
investigate. This method allows us to to recreate the exper-
imental setup with N qubits. We typically image ions onto
alternating PMT channels to reduce the crosstalk, which
leaves the intermediate channels unused. We also take data
imaging them onto neighboring PMT channels in order to
explore how detection errors would change for a chain of ions
with smaller inter-ion distance. Then, we either initialize the
ion in 0ñ∣ to take data on dark states or we use a high-fidelity
microwave pi-pulse to create 1ñ∣ for bright-state data. Finally,
we detect the qubit state by counting how many photons are
detected on the ion’s corresponding PMT channel as well as
neighboring channels. In addition, the photon arrival time is
recorded with sub-μs resolution. By loading only a single ion,
we can create the full statistics for all the 2N computational
basis states by superimposing these individual distributions.
This procedure separates SPAM errors from other systematic
errors present in the system such as addressing crosstalk
errors. Additional background noise from superimposing the
statistic of individual qubits do not significantly contribute to
errors. The average detection fidelity, which includes a small
error from state preparation, is given by
p i i1 measured prepared , 2
i
 &å=¯ ( ∣ ) ( )
where the sum is carried over all the computational basis states.
We compare six different methods and show that ML
approaches outperform the two commonly used strategies in
state discrimination. Below we describe these six strategies:
(i) Fixed threshold (FT): a threshold for photon counts is
chosen to maximize the discrimination between bright
and dark probability distributions. The same threshold
is used for all the ions. In experiments with more than
one qubit, this threshold is higher than the single qubit
case because of crosstalk.
(ii) Adaptive threshold (AT): the threshold for each ion
depends on the state of its neighbors. First, the state is
determined by a fixed threshold, and then the inference
process is iterated based on the state of neighbors and
the corresponding thresholds.
(iii) Neural network (NN): first the photon counts from the
ion PMT channels and their corresponding 2N states
(classes) are fed into a neural network. After the
training, the neural network can predict the state of a
given array of photon counts.
(iv) Neural network with intermediate channels (NN+):
similar to NN, but the input also contains the
intermediate PMT channel’s data.
(v) Neural network with time-stamped data (TNN): the
photon counts from the ion PMT channels are collected
into time-bins to form a 2D image, where one axis is the
time, and the other represents the location of the ions.
The color intensity then represents the number of
photons observed in that time-bin (see figure 4). These
images with their corresponding labels are used to train
the neural network.
(vi) Neural network with time-stamped data and intermedi-
ate channels (TNN+): the time-binned photon counts of
the ion PMT channels and the intermediate channels are
used to form an image, which the neural network learns
Figure 5. Comparison of different methods for state detection
defined in the main body. We can see that the neural network (NN)
methods outperform the conventional thresholding (FT, AT)
methods. In addition, the performance is enhanced gradually as we
provide the neural network with more features, e.g. intermediate
channels and time stamps. The errors given in parentheses are
statistical.
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Figure 2.9: Comparing different techniques at classifying 3-qubit states. The fixed
threshold (FT) method determines if a qubit is in the bright state if > 1 photon
is counted. The adaptive threshold (AT) tec nique is a recursive method that
changes the bright-s ate threshold f photon counts if neighboring ions re also
bright. These approaches are compared with neural networks (NN), which use data
from the intermediate PMT channels that do not have ions imaged on them (NN+)
or ignore such data (NN). We added time-stamping to the data used for the neural
network (TNN/+).
Figure 2.10: Photograph of a 17-ion chain taken on a camera. The spacing between
the middle 9 ions is ∼ 2.5µm.
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2.6 Coulomb Crystals
The ions align themselves along the direction of the weaker axial confinement,
creating a linear chain. A 17-ion chain is depicted in Figure 2.10 and 3, 5, 7, and
9-ion crystals were also created for the work in this thesis. Though 2D crystals
are possible with both Paul and Penning ion traps [35, 51], the technical require-
ments for individual detection and individual addressing (see Chapter 3) become
more daunting. Therefore, proof-of-principle experiments are more amenable to 1D
chains. Furthermore, several architectural approaches to ion-trap quantum comput-
ers have been proposed using 1D chains [23, 24]. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art
ion trap computers currently use a single atomic species [52, 53], which simplifies
the physical requirements for the experiment and the ion crystal’s motional spec-
tra. With different species co-trapped, multiple atomic ovens need to be present in
the vacuum chamber, additional sets of laser frequencies need to be generated and
delivered onto the ion chain, and greater control over the trap voltages may need to
be available to affect desired ordering of the ions. If the whole chain is of a single
species, reordering due to a collision with a background gas molecule will be detri-
mental because ions are identical. On the other hand, different species or isotopes
can create an ordering condition that will require non-trivial swapping of ions in a
chain. Still, the benefits of dual-species experiments are notable and machines are
being built to move in that direction. Sympathetic laser cooling can be performed
on spectator ions with a laser frequency that the qubit ion species is transparent to.
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2.6.1 Ion Positions
Here, we discuss how ion positions are calculated from their axial confinement
and the inter-ion Coulomb interaction. When confined to a 1D chain with a purely

















Here, i indicates ion j in the N ion chain. M is the atomic mass of the ion, ω is
the trap frequency as defined in Equation 2.9, e is the electron charge, Z is the
integral amount of charge on the ions, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. So
far. this equation is purely classical. Assuming the ions are well-localized via laser
cooling, we can separate the classical positions of the ions from small, quantized
displacements from this positions:
xi(t) ∼ x(0)i + q̂i(t) (2.16)
x
(0)
i is the equilibrium location of ion i, which we will use to solve for the nominal
ion positions. qi(t) is a time-dependent position operator which we will ignore for
now. The equilibrium positions can be found by solving the following equation and
































The axial confinement in our experiment is a quadratic potential. For more
than 3 ions, these sets of equations cannot be solved analytically and require nu-
merical methods to find ion positions, as is done in Ref. [39]. There, positions are
calculated for ion numbers 1-10 in a purely quadratic potential, similar to our ex-
perimental realization. The spacing between the ions for chains of 5, 7, and 9 ions
are depicted in Table 2.6.1. There, the distances are normalized by the spacing
between the middle three ions.
N Relative spacing
5 1.1201 1.00 1.00 1.1201
7 1.2251 1.0568 1.00 1.00 1.0568 1.2251
9 1.3186 1.1178 1.0341 1.00 1.00 1.0339 1.1178 1.3186
Turning our attention to the spacing between the 5 inner ions for each of the
3 configurations, we see that the ratio between the ion distances in red decreases
from 12% in 5-ion chains to 3.4% in 9-ion chains. By ignoring the outer ions,
the middle 5 ions becomes more equally-spaced by trapping longer chains with a
quadratic potential. We take advantage of this fact to improve our alignment of
our equally-spaced addressing optics onto the ion chains. Better methods to achieve
equal spacing exist, most notably are ion traps with smaller and better-assembled
electrodes that can create quartic potentials. Next, we discuss how the Coulomb
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interaction generates modes of motion that all the ions participate in.
2.6.2 Phonon Modes
As done in Ref. [39], one can setup a Lagrangian to derive the axial equations

















the partial derivatives can be solved numerically and we can write a matrix










→ i 6= j (2.22)













And finally, we can solve for the eigenstates and eigenvalues of Ai,j as:
N∑
i,j=1
Ai,jbj = ωjbj (2.24)
Where ωj are the eigenvalues or mode frequencies and bj are eigenvectors that
describe how each ion participates in each mode of motion. Deriving the radial
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modes is more complicated, but one still ends up with eigenstates and eigenvalues
of a coupled set of equations [39, 54]. Two of these modes of motion are depicted
in Figure 2.12, and more discussion of their nature is given further down. We can







where ωm are the N different motional modes of the N -ion long ion chain in any
particular axis. Since the ions are confined as harmonic oscillators, â† and â are rais-
ing and lowering operators, respectively. We can define a time-dependent position
















bi,m is the eigenvector describing the coupling between each ion and mode, x0,m =
√
h̄/2Mωm is the spread of the zero-point wavefunction, where M is the ion mass.
ηi,m is the Lamb-Dicke parameter and the product of bi,m × x0,m.
The coupling of phonons throughout the ionic chain can be considered in two
different time scales. At very short time scales, we can consider exciting phonons
on specific ions in a local manner [55–58]. These phonons are not yet coupled to
the entire chain, but they will quickly propagate from ion to ion via a hopping
term in the Hamiltonian. This can be seen in Figure 2.11, where a local phonon





















between the Raman beams can then be tuned to ωHF to
implement a “carrier” transition for coherent spin flips or
tuned to ωHF ! ðωx þ ωjÞ to drive a blue- or red-sideband
transition involving local phonon modes. The individual
addressing beams are modulated independently using a
multichannel acousto-optic modulator [21], each channel
of which is driven by a separate arbitrary waveform
generator [22]. The wave vector difference Δk̄ between
Raman beams has a projection along both the X and Y
directions of motion. Each transverse mode can then be
addressed by tuning near their sideband transitions. In order
to spectrally resolve each local mode, we choose sideband
Rabi frequencies Ωrj;Ωbj < jωx − ωyj while also satisfying
jωjj ≪ jωx − ωyj to prevent cross talk between the modes.
A typical experimental sequence, as shown in Fig. 1(b),
starts with the preparation of each ion in state jg; 0i by
Doppler cooling and subsequent Raman sideband cooling
of each of the transverse modes. A single-phonon excita-
tion is introduced at a single site by resonantly driving a
blue-sideband and carrier π pulse to prepare the state jg; 1i.
In order to minimize the effect of hopping during this
process, the sideband and carrier π pulses are kept short
(≈10 and ≈1 μs, respectively). Phonon blockades are
applied to particular ions, initially prepared in the jg; 0i
state, by resonantly driving the red sidebands of their
respective local modes. Finally, the single-phonon occu-
pancy denoted by states jg; 0i and jg; 1i is measured at each
site using a red-sideband π pulse on each ion, which
coherently projects it to spin states jgi and jei, respectively.
The spin-dependent fluorescence can then be detected
using a multichannel photomultiplier tube, thereby meas-
uring a binary phonon occupancy of 0 or 1 for each
site [3,19].
Figure 2 shows the hopping dynamics. During free
hopping, a single excitation is observed to hop predomi-
nantly to the neighboring site. The extent of hopping is
indicated by the amplitude of the oscillations in phonon
occupancy. This is determined by the strength of hopping
κjk relative to the energy splitting between local modes
ωjk ¼ ωj − ωk. We observe different hopping rates
between ions 1 and 2 compared to that between 2 and
3, which indicates an asymmetry in the local mode energy
differences, jω12j ≠jω23j. This is likely due to a stable
nonlinearity in the transverse confinement of the ion trap.
We also note that the sign of the local mode energy
difference is critical in governing next-nearest-neighbor
hopping in systems with three or more modes. This is due
to a Raman-type hopping process where appropriate energy
splittings between the local modes can facilitate hopping
between ion 1 and 3 via ion 2 (see Supplemental
Material [23]).
Phonon hopping is also observed in the presence of a
blockade applied on neighboring sites [Figs. 2(d)–2(g)].
Here, we resonantly drive on the red sideband, creating a
ladder of Jaynes-Cummings eigenstates fjg; 0i; j!; 1i;
j!; 2i;…g, where j!; ni is a spin-phonon dressed state
with polaritonic excitation number n [Fig. 1(a)]. Since the
blockade ion is initially in eigenstate jg; 0i, hopping into
(a)
(d) (e) (f) (g)
(b) (c)
FIG. 2. The evolution of local phonon occupancies with initial single-phonon excitations on ions 1, 2, and 3 as shown by the shaded
orange, green, and blue circles, respectively. In the absence of a blockade [(a)–(c)], the dynamics are governed by the hopping strengths
fκjkg and the local mode frequencies fωjg. The corresponding dynamics in the presence of a blockade [(d)–(g)] indicate hopping
suppression, which is determined by the blockade strength fΩrjg. The theoretical plots are obtained by fitting a Jaynes-Cummings-
Hubbard model [Hamiltonian in Eqs. (1) and (2)] with free parameters fΩrjg, fωjg, and fκjkg using all evolution data sets collectively.
Error bars represent statistical uncertainties of 2σ.








Figure 2.11: Plot of a single phonon moving between ion sites. Initially prepared as
a local phonon on ion 2, the phonon hops to ions 1 and 3 with frequencies dependent
on the trap parameters.
Figure 2.12: Cartoon depiction of the common (a) and tilt (b) modes of motion on
a 7 ion chain.
for free-phonon hopping was s anned and the probabilit of easuring a phonon
on each ion was measured [55]. Though unexplored in that manuscript, the Fourier
transform of each ion’s phonon occupancy results in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of Equation 2.24 in the long timescale formalism of the phonon coupling [58]. At
these long times, phonons are no longer local to each ion, rather they are global
parameters experienced by the entire ion chain. In ideal traps of N ions, there are
N normal modes and highest energy mode describes all the ions moving together
in phase, Figure 2.12a. The second highest energy mode occurs when the ions’
motion tilts around the center ion, Figure 2.12b.
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We can leverage these motional modes to generate entanglement in many dif-
ferent ways [59]. The so-called Cirac-Zoller gate was the first to do so and uses a
sequence of quantum gates that excite either spin and motion or just spin to gen-
erate entanglement [60, 61]. They begin by performing a π/2 pulse on the carrier
transition, whose Rabi frequency, Ωc is first-order sensitive to motional Fock state
for counter-propagating Raman beams (see following chapter). Next, a 2π pulse is
performed on the common-mode, blue sideband transition. The Rabi frequency of





where ηi,BSB is defined above in Equation 2.26 and n is the motional occupancy .
Therefore, the gate can only be performed with high fidelity if the motional state is
well-known. Soon after, another method of generating entanglement was discovered
that made use of phonons with relaxed constraints on the knowledge of the phonon
occupancy [62–64]. This gate will be discussed in the next chapter where we will
look at performing multiple types of single- and two-qubit gates coherently.
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Chapter 3: Coherent Ion-Laser Interac-
tions
3.1 Coherent Qubit Operations
A perfect qubit is useless unless you can put it to work. Aside from the prob-
abilistic processes we leverage to perform high-fidelity qubit operations described in
the last chapter, we also need coherent operations to perform actual computations
on our qubits. Put another way, in the last chapter we discussed a physical realiza-
tion of a qubit using the ground-states of 171Yb+atoms and how to cool, initialize,
and detect that qubit. In this chapter, we will discuss how we manipulate those
qubits as well as entangle them together. For convenience, h̄ will be set to 1 for the
equations in this chapter.
Different qubits are driven by different mechanisms. Superconducting qubits
are resonant with microwave fields that are delivered directly to the qubits with
waveguides. Some ion qubits, like 40Ca+, are resonant with an optical transition.
Therefore, researchers can drive the qubit with a single laser beam. 171Yb+is like
a combination of both: it has a microwave transition resonant at 12.642 GHz, and
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can be driven directly with microwave photons or by using two laser beams that
have the appropriate frequency shift between them. Having both available sources
of qubit drive is very worthwhile. Microwaves are emitted by a microwave horn
that applies a global rotation gate onto the ions with very high fidelity. The laser
transition, known as a Raman transition, can be made ion-specific with greater ease,
and we use it to implement individual addressing. The somewhat unique individual
addressing ability allows us to perform arbitrary quantum computations with our
qubits, as the system has a universal gate set. Furthermore, the laser-based drive
can more easily transfer momentum into the ion chain compared to microwave fields,
which is necessary from generating entanglement.
3.2 Raman Transitions
The Raman transitions work by coupling two electronic states of an atomic
system together using two laser beams that are far far-detuned from a third state.
Since the detuning from the third state, ∆, is large in comparison to the overall Rabi
frequency, we can make the approximation that the ion will never spend anytime in
that third states, and the two states will be coupled together. In our case, we want
to be able to coherently transfer population between the qubit levels by coupling




























Figure 3.1: Energy-level diagram for a generic Raman process with two excited
levels (|e1〉 and |e2〉. The purple lines indicate laser frequencies. For our experimental
purposes, δ can be changed arbitrarily over time.
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We can begin our discussion of our Raman system by looking at the unper-





Where i is an index of states 1, 2, and e. |1〉 is the ground state with zero-point
energy (ω1 = 0). |2〉 and |e〉 are excited states with respective energies h̄ω2 and h̄ωe
with respect to the zero-point energy. We can define a time-varying wavefunction





Where each ci(t) is a complex probability amplitude whose wavefunction is oscillat-
ing with respect to the ground-state energy as: ci(t) = ci(0)e
iωit. For 171Yb+ions,
|1〉 and |2〉 are the qubit levels, and the laser frequency we use for Raman transitions
is detuned from two excited states: the 2SP1/2 or
2P3/2 manifolds with a 33 THz
or 66 THz detuning, respectively. Therefore, our derivation will include the second
excited state eventually. For now, only one excited state will be considered.
As mentioned, the energy levels are coupled using two laser fields. One couples
states |1〉 ↔ |e〉 with a laser frequency ωL,1 = ωe + ∆, where ∆ is a large detuning.
The other laser couples |2〉 ↔ |e〉 with frequency ωL,2 = ωL,1−ω2−δ with a detuning,
δ, see Figure 3.1. These transitions are electric dipole transitions, so we will can
couple the qubit states with oscillating electric fields. Since there are two involved,
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−i(ωL,jt−φj(x)) + h.c. (3.3)
Where the polarization of each beam is described by ~εj and the complex ampltiude
of each beam is depicted as Aj. The phase of each laser beam with respect to the
ion position is absorbed in φj(x). At this point in the thesis, we will assume that the
ions are completely stationary to derive the Raman coupling, but later in the thesis
we will allow the ions to move, which will expand our toolbox of laser operations into
motional excitation. Next, we can define an electric dipole operator that describes




µ2,ej |2〉〈ej|+ h.c + µ1,ej |1〉〈ej|+ h.c (3.4)
where µi,j is the reduced dipole matrix element for states |i〉 and |j〉, and µ∗i,j = µj,i.
Next, we can define an interaction Hamiltonian:




µ2,e1E1 |2〉〈e|+ µ2,e2E2 |2〉〈e|+ µ1,e1E1 |1〉〈e|+ µ1,e2E2 |1〉〈e|+ h.c
)
(3.5)
The wavefunction defined in Equation 3.2, the unperturbed Hamiltonian
from Equation 3.1, and the interaction Hamiltonian can be combined into a time-
dependent Schrödinger equation, which produces a coupled set of three differential
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equations.






























To simplify the notation, the electric field amplitudes, reduced dipole matrix
element, and phase are absorbed into the following shorthand notation: gi,ej =
−µi,ejAjeiφj(x). Where i is a sum over energy levels and j is still a sum over laser
beams. By redefining the wavefunction as one that oscillates at the level splittings,





iωi |i〉 = C̃1 |1〉+ C̃2eiω2 |2〉+ C̃eeiωe |e〉 (3.7)





































Notably, there are several terms that are oscillating with much larger frequencies
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than other terms. Using the rotating wave approximation, we can make the argu-
ment that terms that oscillate with a frequency greater than ωL+ωe will be averaged
out by performing ”slow” experiments. These terms can be approximated to 0 and
can be ignored. Secondly, we will require that ω2 << ωL, terms with a frequency of




























where ∆1 = ωe − ωL,1 = ∆ and ∆2 = ωe − ωL,2 = ∆ + δ + ω2. Since the laser
detunings ∆j from the excited state are very large, we can adiabatically eliminate
any coupling to this state and claim that ˜̇Ce = 0. Therefore, Equation 3.11 can be
integrated with respect to time to determine its steady-state value and pull C̃1 and

























which can be plugged into equations 3.9 and 3.10 to uncover the coupling between
the qubit levels. We will also make the approximation that ∆j − ω2 ∼ ∆j and drop
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These equations describe Raman coupling for a system with a CW laser and a
single excited state. In our experiment, we use a 355 nm, pulsed laser that couples
the qubit levels in 171Yb+with two separate excited states. Luckily, re-deriving the
work above produces very similar results, and we only need to change a few terms
in the interaction Hamiltonian to include these features. The electric field that









f(t− nT )~εje−i(ωcL,jt−φj(x)) + h.c. (3.18)
where f(t− nT ) is a function that describes pulses of length T and ωcL = ωL is the
carrier frequency of the laser field that is equivalent to the CW frequency. Assuming
that the interactions will last much longer than T , f can be approximated as having
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−i((ωcL,j+ωrep)t−φj(x)) + h.c. (3.19)
where f(ωrep) describes a frequency comb with comb-teeth separated by the repeti-
tion rate of the laser ωrep. With these, the sums in Equation 3.17 can be re-defined
such that the index j is expanded to include the frequencies of each comb-tooth in
each Raman beam. To account for a second excited state with a second detuning,




















where the coupling variables gi,ekj are now indexed by excited state k, and ΩR is
the Rabi frequency between the qubit levels. The qubit levels are now coherently
coupled by the beatnotes generated by the interference of the two Raman beams over
the ions. The coherence of this atom-laser interaction is essential for controlling our
qubits. In the laboratory frame, if the beatnote decoheres or dephases from qubit
splitting, no information can be encoded in the two-level system. Therefore, it is
important to think deeply about the approximations made in this derivation and
compare them to real experimental values:
Approximation Realization
ω2 << ωL 12.642 GHz <<33 (66) THz
T << 1/ΩR 3 ns <<10 µs
Clearly, we are deep within the approximations in both cases by many orders
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of magnitude.
Next, we will perform one more rotating wave approximation onto the inter-
action Hamiltonian in Equation 3.16 to get rid of the oscillatory terms.
|ψ′〉 = C ′1e−iδ1t |1〉〈1|+ C ′2e−i(ω2−δ−δ2)t |2〉〈2| (3.21)
To remind the reader, δ is the difference between the laser beatnote and the qubit
resonance, and ω2 is the qubit splitting, see Figure 3.1. In this rotating frame, the
time-evolved wavefunction is:
iĊ ′1 = C
′
2ΩRe
iω2te−i(ω2−δ−δ2+δ1)t = C ′2ΩRe
−iµt (3.22)









Where µ = δ + δ1 + δ2 denotes resonantly driving the qubit when µ = 0. In this
way, we can consider δ1 and δ2 as simply light shifts that change the qubit splitting
and δ is the frequency of the beatnote defined by the Raman lasers. We can now















Returning the laser phase back into the Hamiltonian, as it will be used very soon.
This Hamiltonian represents the ability to perform rotational gates in the x-y plane
of the Boch sphere; essential when creating a universal quantum computer capable
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of performing any quantum computation. By the end of the next chapter, we will
expand our toolkit with entangling gates via motional excitations.
3.3 Exciting Motion Raman Transitions
The Raman beams interfere over the ion chain while the ions oscillate at the
secular frequency. Up until now, the details of this time-varying interference was
shelved into the phase of the Raman beams, φ(x), in Equation 3.18. Now we need
to unpack this term.
This phase can be written as φ(x) = ∆φ+ (~k1−~k2) · ~xi. Where ∆φ = φ1− φ2
is the phase difference between the Raman beams; as well as a non-trivial spatial
term that couples the ion location (~xi) with the difference between wave vectors of
the beams ( ~∆k = ~k1 − ~k2). As mentioned in Equation 2.26, ~xi can be written as
a sum of the nominal position the ion (x0i ) and a quantized displacement operator
from that position (~qi). The phase due to the nominal position is absorbed into ∆φ,
and the overall phase is:










where ηi,m = ∆kbi,m
√
h̄/2mωm, is the Lamb-Dicke parameter. Though it contains
the normalized spin-phonon coupling term, it is most crucially a comparison of
the zero-point wavefunction of each phononic mode with the wavelength of the
laser beatnote. If the Raman beams are in counter-propagating configuration, then
∆k = ~k1−~k2 = k− (−k) = 2k = 4π/(355nm). The zero-point wavefunction of each
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phonon mode as x0,m =
√
h̄/2Mωm, which can be thought of as the wavefunction
spread due to the excitation of phonon m. The zero-point wavefunction of the
common mode of motion when trapping 171Yb+with a trap depth of 3.05 MHz is
3.1 nm. As such, we can claim that:
ηi,1 ∼ 3× 4π/355 ∼ 1/120 = 0.01 << 1 (3.26)
The smallness of the Lamb-Dicke parameter (η << 1) is called the Lamb-Dicke
regime and is crucial for coherently exiting motion, as will be clear later on. Clearly,
using 171Yb+ions and 355 nm light, we can easily operate deep in the Lamb-Dicke
regime.
Now, the interaction Hamiltonian in Equation 3.24 can be rewritten using









































Equation 3.28 is the major result of this derivation up till now. In it, the
ability to coherently Rabi flop and drive qubit rotations is attained by setting µ =
0. Since the derivation is now including motional states, we must re-define the
wavefunction to include the motion:
|ψ〉 = C1 |1, n〉+ C2 |2, n〉 (3.29)
where n describes the phononic Fock state. As seen in Equation 3.28 highly
off-resonant motional transitions are present while Rabi flopping. With another




〈n′| eiη(â†+â) |n〉 (3.30)
In this way, the phonon number is sampled during Rabi oscillations. If the state of
the trapped ion includes a distribution of Fock states, then several Rabi frequencies
will be driven simultaneously [66]. This will cause a decay and an eventual revival
as the different frequencies destructively and then constructively interfere. Clearly,
this decay translates to gate infidelity that should be minimized. The ultimate way
to do so is to use co-propagating Raman beams. In this case, ∆~k = 0, and no
motional excitation would occur during Rabi flopping. An approach to merely limit
this effect is to cool an ion chain to near its motional ground state before beginning
























































Figure 3.2: Raman beams are used to sideband cool a Doppler-cooled ion chain and
then perform Rabi flopping on 7 ions. Though hard to see, the flops are beginning
to decay after the third oscillation to a peak of only ∼ 95%. This is due to beam
pointing noise as well as a Debye-Waller decay. The average phonon occupancy for
these experiments is n̄ ≈ 0.01. Each ion and beam have a unique Rabi frequency,




As mentioned already, the common method for generating entanglement is to
leverage the inherent all-to-all connectivity of the Coulomb interaction. Most state-
of-the-art ion trap systems use this interaction to generation pair-wise entanglement
of the form [35,52,53,67–72]:
HIs = ΩIsσ̂ixσ̂jx (3.31)
where the unitary transformation is a two-qubit rotation that can create entangle-
ment between pairs. It can be be applied globally in such a way that ΩIs is much
larger for nearby ions than further ions. This approach to generating entanglement
is often used in quantum simulation experiments where a known, entangling Hamil-
tonian and the largest numbers of qubits are among the most useful metrics for such
systems. ΩIs can also be applied in an ion-specific manor if individual addressing
is available. In this regime, only the pairs of ions that see Raman beams will get
entangled. This method has is common for digital quantum computations, where it
can be transformed into two-qubit gates like controlled-nots. We’ll delve more into
that later.
To generate this interaction, the researcher must apply two beatnotes over
the ions simultaneously. They both need the same detuning from sideband reso-
nance and the same Rabi frequency. Doing so, the interaction Hamiltonian can be
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ei(µt+∆φblue) − iηi,m(â†mei[(µ+ωm)t+∆φ] + âme−i[(ωm−µ)t−∆φ]
































where φM(S) = (∆φblue− (+)∆φred)/2. The first term in this equation drives single-
qubit rotations along the ∆φS axis and can be ignored because it is so off-resonant.
In the regime where this single-qubit rotation term cannot be ignored due to high
laser intensities, it could be undone by simply applying a single-qubit rotation af-
ter the Ising gate. The second term creates spin-motion excitation along the axis



























dt1[HIs(t2),HIs(t1)] + . . .
]
(3.34)











= [1, â] = 0), so we can truncate the expansion at two terms without any


































sin(ωm(t2 − t1))sin(µ(t2)t2 + φM)sin(µ(t1)t1 + φM)
]
(3.38)
The two terms of Equation 3.35 are two distinct types of interactions. The first
term is a spin-dependent force that moves phonons through the complex plane and
the second term is two-qubit rotation whose “Rabi frequency” (χ) is a geometric
phase that is related to the area of the phonons’ trajectories through the complex
plane. The two-qubit rotation can entangle two qubits if χ = π/4. If χ = π/2, the
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gate is equivalent to two bit-flips along the φ-axis. In this way, the entangling gate
is a two-qubit rotation where the ions rotate simultaneously and entanglement is
excited and then de-excited.
Since the qubits are solely defined by their spin states, residual spin-motional
excitation is equivalent to leaving information about the system in the motional
degrees of freedom. While this is technically a coherent source of error that can
be undone by running the interaction in reverse, it is extremely inconvenient to do
so. Therefore, we treat the imperfect closure of phase-space as decoherence and
make significant efforts to prevent it. Further on in Chapter 3.9, we will discuss
different approaches to minimizing errors due to phase-space closure. The Rabi
frequencies and the laser drive frequency in Equation 3.35 will be modulated in
time to ensure the phase-space closure and sufficient entanglement generation. Next,
we will discuss leveraging the native interactions described above to affect digital
quantum computations.
3.6 Digital Quantum Gates
In the previous section, we derived how shining Raman beams of different fre-
quencies can cause Rabi flopping interactions and entangling interactions on chains
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of trapped-ion qubits. We can write them as unitary operators:















cosχ 0 0 ieiφ sinχ
0 cosχ i sinχ 0
0 i sinχ cosχ 0
ieiφ sinχ 0 0 cosχ

 (3.40)
These two matrices were the original set of digital gates performed in Refs. [11,52].
Since then, an additional native gate has been added to the toolkit that advances
the phase of the Raman beatnote (details in section 3.7). This gate takes the form:








Equation 3.39 performs an arbitrary single-qubit rotation on ion i with any
phase ϕ or angle θ. Resonant Rabi flopping is the coherent excitation of the qubit
between eigenstates of σ̂z and along some axis in the x-y plane defined by ϕ. ϕ
is chosen by controlling the phase of the rf signal that determines the phase of
the Raman beatnote. More details on the generation of this rf signal are in the
following section. θ is controlled by properly measuring the Rabi frequency and
determining the duration necessary to perform a rotation of π/2 on the ions. With
this calibration, any arbitrary angle is converted into a duration. Since the Debye-
Waller decay parameter is present during single-qubit rotations, rotation gates are
optimized to have the lowest duration. For example, if θ is within the interval
[π, 2π], an identical unitary can be performed by flipping the sign of ϕ and setting
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θ′ = θ − π. Additionally, if θ is within the interval [2π, 4π], setting θ′ = mod(θ, 2π)
performs an equivalent unitary.
Equation 3.40 performs a two-qubit entangling gate between ions i and j. φ
can be set to any arbitrary axis by choosing the phase of the Raman beatnote. In
our experimental realization, φ is set to 0, and can be changed pragmatically using
a basis transformation as: φ̂φ1 = Û
†
T φ̂φ0ÛT , where UT = R
i,j
z (ϑ). When φ = 0, the
gate is termed an X̂X interaction due to the ˆσxσx term in the Hamiltonian. This
nomenclature will be used throughout this thesis and reminds the reader that the
phase of the interaction is set to 0. Many different approaches were explored to
generate the unitary in Equation 3.40, and they are discussed in Chapter 3.9.
Physical errors during these gate are discussed in the following section.
Since χ depends on the product of the Rabi frequencies for both ions involved,
it is significantly more sensitive to Rabi frequency drift and requires more frequent
calibration than the rotational gates. The same exact argument can be made for
detuning errors. Therefore, we make efforts to minimize the use of the X̂X gates
possible and to use them with the lowest equivalent value of χ. In this case, it is
useful to note that X̂X i,j(π/2) = R̂
i,j
x (π). Since the rotational gates have much
higher fidelity, this trade-off is very favorable. Therefore, we can use the following
identity to minimize χ:
|q1〉
XX(χ = [π/2, 3π/4))
= Rx(π)
XX(χ′ = χ− π/2)
|q2〉 Rx(π)
Figure 3.3: A useful identity for converting X̂X gates with a large entanglement
parameter (χ) into gates with a smaller parameter and two single-qubit gates.
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In a similar vein, we can take advantage of negative χ values, which are im-
plemented by rotating the qubit basis by π and the following identity:
|q1〉
XX(χ = [3π/4, π])
=
XX(χ′ = π − χ)
|q2〉
Figure 3.4: A scheme for reducing the entangling parameter (χ) used during an
experiment by flipping the sign of the X̂X interaction.
There are more intricate methods for reducing errors that use sets of digi-
tal quantum gates to minimize experimental error [73–75]. One such method is
employed to reduce calibration errors on our experimental system. We use the
so-called SK1 composite pulse which has the form:
|q1〉 R(θ, φ) → R(θ, φ) R(2π, φ− β) R(2π, φ+ β)
Figure 3.5: Combining several rotation gates to perform a single rotation with a
higher fidelity than the gates combined. These composite pulses work by canceling
out errors that are common to all three rotational gates. If the noise causing the
errors is faster than a single gate, this technique will be less useful.
where β = cos−1(θ/(4π)). This composite pulse is useful for improving ro-
tational gate fidelity in the presence of Rabi frequency fluctuations that are much
slower than the Rabi frequencies. A comparison of the SK1 composite pulse with
the regular rotation is plotted in Figure 3.6 for both π and π/2 gates. In the plot,
the horizontal axis is the error on the Rabi frequency calibration normalized by the
Rabi frequency. Both curves depicting SK1 pulses have a flat region around the de-
sired rotation angle. In the example of performing a π/2 gate, the regular rotation
is very steep and maximally susceptible to Rabi frequency errors. In contrast, the
SK1 gate has a shelf at π/2 and calibration errors as large as ∼ 4% of the Rabi
frequency still result in high-fidelity π/2 rotations.
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Composite pulses designed for X̂X gates exist, but would not necessarily cause
an improvement. If the biggest error is residual motional excitation, then any infor-
mation left entangled with a phonon at the end of the X̂X gate would still be lost.
This is likely the error model of our system. If things improve and the largest errors
in the gate are calibration errors on χ, then the composite pulses could work.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of rotation gates with SK1 composite gate. The horizontal
axis is a miscalibration parameter that is multiplied with the ideal pulse angle. The
vertical axis is the probability of the gate transforming |0〉 to |1〉. Though the SK1
pulse rotation is 4π longer than the rotation gate, the errors are greatly reduced
when the miscalibration is within some limit of ∼ 5%.
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3.7 Experimental Apparatus
The major distinguishing factor between the experimental apparatus used for
the work in this thesis and other 171Yb+ion-trap experiments is the approach to
individual addressing that was pioneered. Since then, other research groups and
companies have implemented similar experimental architectures [76–78]. In our
system, individual Raman beams are focused over individual ions with 5 µm spacing,
and a much larger, counter-propagating Raman beam is focused over the beam from
the other side. The combination of each individual beam and the global beam create
the Raman process described in detail in the beginning of this chapter. Complete
description of the optical design is discussed in Ref. [11].
The main tool used for individual addressing is a 32-channel AOM built by
the Harris Corporation1. This device resembles a normal AOM in that it contains
a single crystal that laser light is focused through. Unique to this AOM is 32
transducers that create up to 32 spatially separate sound waves that propagate
through the crystal. The sound waves perform their typical task of periodically
modulating the index of refraction in the crystal which creates a diffraction grating
that shifts the frequency, phase, and direction of some fraction of the incoming light
[79]. Amazingly, though each AOM channel is only ∼ 400µm apart, the crosstalk
is quite small. The total addressing crosstalk is due to an rf signal spilling over to
a neighboring channel as well as a portion of the Gaussian laser beam spilling over
onto neighboring ions. Put another way, the optical crosstalk is simply the amount
1Model H-601 Series 32-Channel UV Acousto-Optic Modulator
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of laser light intended for ion a that falls onto ion b and drives coherent rotations.
The total addressing crosstalk is 2−3% of the Rabi frequency of the target ion onto
neighboring ions and < 1% onto non-neighboring channels, shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Raman beam crosstalk is measured by looking at the Rabi frequencies
due to beams spilling over onto neighboring ions in the chain. Since Rabi frequencies
are related to
√
Iind, the intensity of these crosstalk beams are 1e − 3 lower than
on the target ions. As expected, neighboring ions have the most crosstalk of 2 −
3% of the Rabi frequencies of the target ions, while the Rabi frequencies on non-
neighboring ions are < 1% of the target ions.
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3.7.1 Raman Frequency Comb
The laser light that shines through the AOM’s and over the ions originates
from a picosecond mode-locked Coherent Paladin that boasts 4 W of optical power2.
Soon after it leaves the Paladin housing, a small amount of light is picked off the
beam and sent into an ultrafast photodiode. We use this tiny amount of light to
lock the drifting laser repetition-rate, as explained below. Next, the light is split
into two beams: one that we use for individual addressing, and another beam we
apply globally. The individual beam is sent through a diffractive optical element
that splits it into 10 small beams. Each beam is focused into a < 100 µm spot inside
the 32 channel AOM, followed by a telescope expansion of the beams into a final
objective with NA of 0.15-0.2. The beams finally are focused by said objective to
a 2 µm waist over the ions. The collimated global beam is sent through its AOM
and a delay state before it is shaped with cylindrical lenses for its objective. Once
focused over the ions, the beam is ∼ 75 µm wide with respect to the ion chain axis
and ∼ 10 µm perpendicular to that direction.
As mentioned above, the Fourier transform of the pulsed laser we use is a
frequency comb centered at some carrier frequency ∼ 355 nm. The spacing between
combteeth is the repetition rate of the laser, 118.314 MHz, so the broad spectrum
of the laser already contains components necessary to bridge the qubit splitting
of 12.642 GHz. By simple math: 118.315 MHz ×107 = 12.669 GHz. Therefore,
interfering the nth combtooth of the global beam with the appropriately-shifted
2Paladin Compact 355-4000
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(n+107)th combtooth of the individual beam can drive the qubit on resonance or
any of the other transitions within ∼ 50 MHz bandwidth of the AOM’s in use. Of
course, the polarizations of the beams will also limit what transitions are possible.
The main sources of error in this scheme is the drifting repetition rate of the laser,
ωrep, and the unwanted interference of combteeth that can cause large, second-order
light shifts via a four-photon process.
This four-photon light shift and the typically smaller, two-photon light shift
are both dominated by the high-intensity individual beams that are focused over the
ion chain. They are derived by considering the beating of many different combteeth
in the Raman beams. At the repetition rate of our laser, the four-photon shift
is small compared to similar lasers with repetition rates only a few hundred KHz
away. Nevertheless, it can be made as large as a few hundred KHz by changing the
polarizations [80].
The two-photon light shift is of the order ∆E2 ∼ Ω0∆ , where ∆ is the 33 Thz
detuning of the Raman beams from the P levels. This term appears in the derivation
of the Raman beams in Equation 3.20 and was as large as 100’s of Hz when Ref. [52]
was published and when the individual beams were often driving the ions at their
full power to maximize the Rabi frequency. Since then, we have lowered the intensity
of the individual beams. In this low-intensity regime, the same relatively high Rabi
frequencies required to drive the entangling operations could still be achieved. The
two-photon light shifts were subsequently minimized below measurable levels.
On the other hand, the four-photon shifts were still measurable. These shifts
are primarily caused by two types of polarization imperfection. The ideal polar-
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izations of these Raman beams are designed to be in ”lin-perp-lin” configuration
where both Raman beams have purely linear polarizations that are perpendicular
to one another as well as the quantization axis of the qubits. The obvious choice
for counter-propagating beams with these polarizations is to align the quantiza-
tion axis parallel with the Raman beams using magnetic fields. Generating linear
polarization is done with an equal superposition of σ̂+ and σ̂− light on the ions.
Imperfect balancing of these two polarizations couples the qubit levels and the Zee-
man states of the 2S1/2 manifold by way of the
2P1/2 manifold in a four-photon
process. This is caused by unintended beatnotes between Raman combteeth [80].
This coupling causes a shift with a quadratic dependence on the imbalanced por-
tion of the individual beam electric field, while the Rabi frequencies have a linear
dependence on the electric field. Furthermore, any light that still has some compo-
nent that points perpendicular to the quantization axis is π-polarized and can also
cause a large, four-photon with a similar dependence on individual beam intensity.
By lowering the intensity of the individual beams, these shifts dropped significantly
∼ 200 Hz to < 5 Hz. Alongside the lowered intensities, the beam alignment was
improved with the addition of spectator ions in the trab (see Chapter 2). Together,
the average fidelities of controlled-not gates on a five-qubit chain went from from
∼ 95%→∼ 98%.
Another important source of light shift is imbalance of the amplitudes of the
red and blue beams during an X̂X gate. The excess light on either side of the carrier
is too detuned and weak to cause excitations, but it will couple the qubit states via
carrier and sideband transitions and cause a light shift. In the next paragraphs, we
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Figure 3.8: The two Raman beams and their respective frequency combs. The
wide spectrum contained by each frequency combs allow a relatively high-frequency
beatnote to be generated by shifting one beam a modest amount using an AOM.
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3.7.2 Coherent RF Control
Once experimental errors due to light shifts are minimized to the greatest
extent, the next step to coherently control the ions is to properly engineer rf signals
that implement the rotating and X̂X interactions. Here, it is helpful to distinguish
between decoherent and coherent processes. Doppler cooling, for example, is a
probabilistic, dissipative process where one waits to scatter a certain number of
photons off an atom. The time between the scattering events and the phase of the
laser are immaterial: the only important metric is the total amount of time given a
scattering rate and the initial ion temperature.
In contrast to this, the rotation and X̂X gates happen along some well-defined
axis defined by the laser and the ion and the interaction conserves energy. We label
the initial axis defined by the beatnote phase and the ion phase as the x-axis, which
simplifies things considerably. From here, it is useful to consider both the ions
and the Raman beatnote as clocks that need to be synchronized throughout the
coherent portion of the experiment. Since the x-axis is defined at the beginning of
every experiment, both clocks start at the same position in the beginning of the
experiment. The ion clock processes at the qubit splitting when no laser light is
shined onto it, but is potentially accelerated or decelerated by light shifts when
light is present. The Raman beatnote clock is defined by the phase between the
global and individual beams. It needs to match the ion clock in order to perform
coherent operations. As the two clocks fail to synchronize, the ions dephase from the
lasers and subsequent qubit operations are performed with the wrong phase. If the
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qubit is driven by non-resonant light during an entangling gate, the phase accrued
will still be determined by the resonant frequency. In this sense, the coherence of
the system extends beyond the quantum states and into the driving mechanism.
In the first several publications produced on this experimental apparatus [11,
52,67,81,82], this phase was defined by sending a single-tone synthesized waveform to
the individual beams and a shaped set of rf pulses to the global beam. The individual
beam rf signal was sent into a five-way splitter and then into five separate rf switches.
These five switches controlled the individual addressing and the amplitude of the
individual rf was set to its maximum to attain the highest possible Rabi frequencies,
though also generating large light shifts. The global beam contained the bichromatic
signal that implemented the X̂X interaction as well as phase advances used to
perform rotations along any axis. At this time, the ions were also unequally spaced
due to the largely quadratic axial potential. The fix described in Chapter 2 had
not been implemented yet. Beyond the alignment problems, this approach had
some flaws that were subsequently fixed. The main issue with this setup were the
aforementioned large light shifts, the global phase, and the imbalance of the red and
blue beans in the global beam during the entangling gates. The issue surrounding
the phase of the global beam can be considered as follows: if one ion experiences
a light shift while another ion does not, its phase will be different. Put another
way, the clocks that represent each ion will show different times. If the algorithm
in question requires an entangling gate between these two ions, it will be impossible
to choose a laser phase that is phase-synchronous with both ions. This highlights
how each ion is its own oscillator and fully controlling them all clearly requires an
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individual oscillator per ion unless light shifts are completely eliminated. In the
setup described here, there are only two oscillators, but 5 ions.
The imbalance between the red and blue beams during an X̂X gate occurs
because the global beam is collimated through its AOM. Therefore, the global AOM
is not imaged onto the ions and the red and blue beams are not guaranteed to overlap
perfectly at the ion-plane. The resulting light shift is unavoidable as the overlap
changes throughout the ion chain. On the other hand, the individual beams are
focused through their AOM and a bichromatic rf pulse would be well-imaged at the
ion-plane. This is ultimately the solution to the problem.
After data-collection for Refs. [67] and [82] was completed, a four-channel
AWG3 was incorporated into the experimental apparatus. See Ref. [12] for complete
details. With a total of 5 AWG’s, each one could be directed onto an individual ion
and the synthesized waveform was directed onto the global beam. In this way, the
phases, frequencies, and amplitudes of each of the Raman beatnotes are now fully
controlled. During this transition, we experimented with running the global beams
at full power and reducing the power used in the individual beams, which had the
expected effect of significantly lowering the light shifts present in the system during
rotation gates as well as entangling gates. The remaining light shifts stemmed from
the known efficiency mismatch in the 32-channel AOM at the frequencies relevant
for the entangling gates. Despite the two beams being well-overlapped on the ions,
the AOM efficiency caused a discrepancy between the intensity of the red and blue
beams, causing light shifts during the two-qubit gates. To correct for this error, the
3Tabor Electronics Model: WX1284c; 1.25GS/s, four-channel Arbitrary Waveform Generator
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phase of the entangling gate was extracted from the ions using analysis pulses. The





Figure 3.9: When performing an X̂X interaction, the phase between the equally
populated even parity states needs to be well-defined. This circuit writes that phase
onto the parity of the output state.
The parity P of this measurement is the sum of the population in |00〉 and
|11〉 minus the population in |10〉 and |01〉. The parity is related to the phase of
the entangling interaction, φ, as P = sin(φ). Different ratios of the amplitudes of
the red and blue beams are tested until the parity is measured 0, indicating an X̂X
interaction. This method proved useful for daily calibration of the gates because
it minimized the overall light shift accrued during the gate, including any residual
shifts still present in the system. It would be better to minimize each light shift
individually, but this was cumbersome if not impossible on our apparatus where the
shifts are difficult to properly isolate. Better measurement and control of the light
shifts would significantly improve our system. In the absence of a large light-shifts in
the system, a similar experiment could be explored where the axis of the entangling







Figure 3.10: A simple technique for transforming the axis of any Ising interaction
into an X̂X gate.
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Z-rotations at the beginning of experiments have no measurable effect since
the ions are prepared in |0〉, a basis state of σ̂z. Therefore, one could effectively
ignore the first two z-rotations in Figure 3.10 if an experiment started with that
circuit. One might incorrectly assume that they are not generally required. Instead,
they are essential for correctly changing the qubit basis when employed in the middle
of an arbitrary quantum algorithm where the qubits are unlikely to be in a z-basis
state.
If each ion has its own oscillator, advancing or retarding the phase of an os-
cillator is akin to retarding or advancing the phase of the qubit. When the phase
of the oscillator changes, so too does the phase of every subsequent operation. This
is only available if the Rabi flopping interaction plane (x-y) is orthogonal to the
measurement axis (z), which is true in the case of trapped ion qubits and likely
most other quantum technologies. In this way, z-rotations can be performed by
manipulating the phases of the rf signal with extremely high fidelity without ma-
nipulating the ions in any way. Any single-qubit gates can be decomposed into a
combination of z-rotations and Rabi oscillations that minimizes the duration of the
Rabi interaction.
3.8 Coherence
As mentioned above, the full picture of a QC’s coherence time goes beyond the
stability of its qubit’s energy splitting and the lifetime of excited states. Creating
amazing qubits certainly also requires the ability to control and manipulate the
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qubits, as well. For ion trap qubits, this extends to the stability of the laser systems
that affect Rabi flopping and the permanence of the trap parameters that are used
for generating entanglement. In both cases, minimizing experimental noise using a
feedback loop was required [83,84].
A good way to test the coherence of a hyperfine-split qubit transition is to use
microwave radiation. In our case, a microwave horn is placed many centimeters away
from the ion trap outside the vacuum chamber. It can cause very high-fidelity Rabi
oscillations across the whole chain of ions. There is no Debye-Waller decay term
for the microwave fields since their wavelength is far too long to be in the Lamb-
Dicke regime. There is also no beam pointing errors since the field is very stable
in the far-field. In Figure 3.11, several Ramsey experiments are plotted including
one performed with microwave radiation in blue. The Ramsey experiment here is
simply a π/2 pulse, dead time, and then another π/2 pulse. It tests the coherence
between the driver (microwave or laser) and the qubit splitting. The context of
a Ramsey experiment is important, in this case we want to compare the Ramsey
decay time with the time scales of typical experiments, which is ∼ 3 ms. Clearly, no
appreciable decay has occurred when driven with resonant microwave fields. This
suggests a lower bound on the 1/e2 coherence time of ∼ 40 ms. Next, the laser
coherence will be considered.
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3.8.1 Laser Coherence
The repetition rate (ωrep) of the pulsed laser used for Raman transitions is
primarily affected by its cavity. Like all laser systems, mode locked lasers begin with
a cavity that defines a resonant condition that controls the phase and frequency
of the out-coupled light. There is also some form of gain medium, in this case
neodinium-doped vanadate crystals. What sets these lasers apart is the presence
of a nonlinear saturable absorber, whose lossy qualities depend on the intensity of
the incident light. Like a continuous wave laser, the gain medium in the cavity is
being continuously pumped and the creation of the ultra-short pulses is solely due
to the stability of the cavity and the saturable absorber. The noise on the repetition
rate of our laser is specifically controlled by the cavity length, which is hermetically
sealed and not generally accessible4. Any noise on the repetition rate translates to
phase noise on the Raman beatnote that drives the qubits, so eliminating such noise
is paramount for long, coherent experiments.
When the Raman beam leaves the laser housing, a small portion is immediately
picked off and directed to an ultrafast photodiode5. The photodiode signal is sent
through a band-pass filter to isolate the frequencies ±250 MHz around the qubit
splitting, which include the 108th combtooth of the frequency comb. Monitoring
the drift of this combtooth is equivalent to monitoring 108 × ωrep(t). The goal is
to eventually write that drift onto an analog frequency modulation port of an rf
4Projects are underway to implement a high-frequency lock of the repetition rate on a Coherent
Paladin with great initial success.
5ALPHALAS Ultrafast GaAs Schottky Photodetector Model: UPD-30-VSG-P
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synthesizer, which will be sent to an AOM that controls the frequency of one of the
Raman beams. Putting this synthesizer signal onto the global beam, we can write
the equality:
2π × 12.642 GHz = ωhf = 108× ωrep(t) + ωglobal(t)− ωindividual (3.42)
Where ωglobal(t) and ωindividual are the nominal frequencies we send to the re-
spective AOM’s. ωglobal(t) oscillates around 2π × 75 MHz, which means ωindividual
must be ∼ 210 MHz. We implement the above equality by first mixing 108 ×
ωrep(t) with an signal from an HP8672 synthesizer oscillating at the frequency
ωhf + ωindividual. The mixer produces a signal with the frequency ωhf + ωindividual −
108× ωrep(t) = 2π× 75 + ε(t) MHz = ωglobal(t). Where ε(t) contains the noise from
the repetition rate. Separately, we divide a 75 MHz signal from an HP8640 into two
paths. One goes to the global AOM and the other is again sent to a mixer alongside
ωglobal such that ε(t) is extracted as a near-dc signal containing the necessary mod-
ulation of a 75 MHz signal to track the repetition rate drift. This signal is fed into
the frequency modulation port of the HP8640 and the noise is thereby fed forward
onto an AOM [83].
This approach was tested with a resonant Ramsey experiment, like the mi-
crowave experiment discussed above. In this case, the Raman beams are using the
carrier transition to drive the necessary pulses. These data are shown in red in
Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: The coherence time of a 171Yb+qubit is presented in blue markers by
performing a Ramsey experiment using stable microwave fields. The red markers
indicate a similar experiment using Raman beams. The data taken with Raman
beams samples the coherence time of the laser with respect to the qubit splitting.
Clearly, there is some phase noise that is beginning to wash out the Raman coherence
after ∼ 10 ms. The 1/e2 coherence time is extrapolated to be ∼ 40 ms. Parts of
Raman coherence data were not properly saved, but records exist of the final points
of the Ramsey scan at time 16 ms as well as strong evidence that there were no
oscillations prior to this point. Therefore, we assume a e−βt decay and solve for
artificial data points to fill in the gaps.
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3.8.2 Phononic Coherence
The last type of coherence that will be mentioned is the coherence between
the Raman beam and the phonon frequencies. The source of noise on the phonon
frequencies stems from the fact that the rf voltage that drives the trap has a linear
affect on the secular frequency of the ions, as seen in Equation 2.9. We require the
secular frequencies of to be constant because we use them to generate entanglement,
as explained above. Therefore, locking the rf voltage is a crucial task, which we per-
form using a rectifier circuit [84]. This circuit, depicted in Figure 3.12, converts
the amplitude of the rf signal into a dc voltage, which we can use to make an error
signal. The error signal is fed into a servo controller6, which controls a variable volt-
age attenuator that the rf signal goes through. Therefore, we have a nice feedback
loop to lock the rf voltage. A photograph of the small, fabricated circuit is shown
in Figure 3.13. Aside from using low temperature coefficient circuit components to
build this rectifier circuit, we also added an additional diode to account for temper-
ature shifts that effect the resistivity of the rectifying diode, highlighted in Figure
3.13. Both diodes sit in the same 1 mm2 package, so any temperature fluctuations
on the board will be very common between both diodes. We additionally covered
the circuit with a thick layer of thermally conductive epoxy to help dissipate heat
around the circuit to remove sudden temperature gradients.
The results of this locking mechanism are shown in Figure 3.14. The secular
frequencies were measured nearly once a second for 80 minutes with and without the
6Newport LB1005-S, 10 MHz Bandwidth
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lock. Clearly the locked rf voltage produces much more stable secular frequencies.
The inset provides a more detailed look of the data, and significant noise is present
on a ∼ 1 Hz timescale. To give a sense of what happens at this timescale, it would
cause the secular frequency to change between the calibration of an X̂X gate and
the subsequent experiment.
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Figure 3.12: Circuit schematic for locking the rf voltage. The capacitive pickoff in
the left dashed box is built onto the helical resonator.
Figure 3.13: Photograph of the fabricated circuit board used for locking the rf
voltage that creates the Paul trap. The small rectifying diode package is overlaid
with a yellow rectangle.
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Figure 3.14: Measured values of the harmonic oscillator frequency as a function of
time when the rf voltage source is either locked or unlocked. Clearly, the feedback
loop significantly lowered the effect of slow noise. The inset shows time-magnified
sections of the data during 4 minutes of data collection.
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3.9 Experimental Entangling Gates
In order to perform entangling gates, the phonon spectrum must be measured
by scanning the frequency of Raman lasers through resonance with the phonons,
while keeping the amplitude and duration constant. The sensitivity of the scan
depends on how power-broadened the transitions are, so the Raman light is often
attenuated. Such a scan was performed with one ion by moving it into the focus of
each Raman beam to sample the secular frequency at different points in the trap.
In this way, the trap linearity is measured. An ideal, linear trap has the same
secular frequency anywhere along its axis. On our experimental apparatus, the
secular frequency has a dependency on position that appears to be linear within the
limited range that it was tested, as plotted in Figure 3.15. In the plot, both radial
modes are reported since both can be excited by the Raman beams. Due to this
non-linearity, the confining term in the Lagrangian in Equation 2.20 will be more
complicated and each ion’s participation in the modes of motion will deviate from
the ideal case. The absolute values of the spectra can be measured experimentally
using sideband spectroscopy as plotted in Figure 3.16. With 9 ions in the trap, this
scan was performed on the middle 7 ions. In a linear trap, each ion will participate
equally in the highest-energy mode, but ions 5, 6, and 7 show no excitation where
ions 1, 2, and 3 have peaks around 3.053 MHz. This occurs because ions 5, 6, and 7
are more confined than the ions on the other end of the chain. In a similar fashion,
none of the motional modes resemble their idealized forms.
For the purposes of building an ion-trap quantum computer, this non-linearity
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is best considered a feature of this ion trap rather than a defect. The frequencies
of Raman beams during an entangling gate are typically chosen to have a small
detuning away from phonon modes that the relevant ions strongly participate in.
Since many ions participate in most of the modes and our main use of the phonons
is to generate entanglement, this spectrum is completely adequate for generating
entanglement. Next, we will discuss how laser pulses are calculated for implementing
those entangling gates using several different methods.
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Figure 3.15: The secular frequency is measured at several points along the trap
axis. Clearly, the trap has a linear dependence with position over this limited range.
The experiment was performed by moving a single ion into the focus of the Raman
beams and performing sideband spectroscopy. The ion positions are labeled. This





































Figure 3.16: A constant amplitude and duration Raman beam focused over 7 ions
within a 9-ion chain while its frequency is scanned. Every ion should participate
in the highest frequency phonon mode, though half do not. This is caused by a
non-linearity in the ion trap.
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3.9.1 Two-Qubit Entanglement
The requirements for generating entanglement via the Ising interaction de-
scribed in Equation 3.35 are two-fold, though related. Both are described in greater
detail where they are derived. First, any motional excitation that is leveraged to
generate entanglement must be de-excited by the end of the operation. Any residual
motional excitation directly translates to infidelity. Secondly, there must be enough
motional excitation to enlarge a geometric phase that determines the amount of en-
tanglement generated. The major goal when developing laser pulses is to accomplish
these tasks with the highest fidelity, lowest required Rabi frequencies, and shortest
times. Solving these sets of constraints is done in one of two regimes. The first
regime is typically used on quantum simulators where global interactions are valued
over local, pair-wise interactions. In this case, the detuning of the bichromatic exci-
tation is large compared to both the phonon-mode splitting and the Rabi frequency.
The motional excitations feature very tiny amplitudes before becoming de-excited.
These small phononic excursions happen many times to generate significant entan-
glement. This approach is featured in Refs. [69, 72, 85]. These interactions are not
calculated to de-excite motion, they rely on approximations that most modes are
simply not excited. In contrast to this, many approaches have been developed that
require individual addressing and create entanglement faster, with higher fidelity,
and on a controlled subset of ions using some type of modulation [70, 86–88]. This
modulation satisfies the constraints described in the beginning of this chapter. In
the rest of the chapter, different approaches to generating entangling gates and their
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implementation will be described.
Entangling gate fidelities will be measured using two observables. Firstly, a
two-qubit gate applied to the state |00〉 should only transfer population into the |11〉
state. We can test this population transfer by creating a maximally entangled state
with equal population in |00〉 and |11〉 and measure the likelihood of measuring an
even parity state, P00+11. This measures the diagonal components of the density
matrix of the qubit state.
This leaves the off-diagonal components unmeasured, which contain half the
information of the density matrix. To measure them, we transform the density
matrix by rotational gates in such a way that the off-diagonal components can be
measured via the oscillation amplitude of a parity scan [12, 54]. The average of
the even parity population from the bare gate and this parity amplitude define
the gate fidelity. We will rely on this definition for fidelity for the remainder of this
discussion. The implementation of this fidelity measurement is lowered by the errors
on the single-qubit operations during the parity scan, and no method is employed
to correct for these errors. The ideal scheme would be to phase-synchronize the
Raman beams with the synthesizer that generates the microwave signal, where the
rotational gates would be minimal. Another scheme to improve this method is to
take SPAM data using Raman pulses to prepare an ion in the bright state. After
subtracting SPAM data taken with microwave pulses, the residual error could be
considered to originate from the Raman pulses.
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3.9.2 Amplitude Modulation (AM) Gates
The original approach for entangling ions in our laboratory is described in
Refs. [54,70,89,90]. The Rabi frequency of the light is segmented in time, and we can
write this set of Rabi frequencies as a vector, Ω. Next, the terms in Equation 3.35
that depend on Ω are written out as matrices. Since the spin-motion displacement
term has a linear dependence on the Rabi frequencies in Equation 3.37:
αi,k(t) = Ci,kΩ (3.43)
while the spin-spin entangling term has a quadratic dependence in Equation 3.38:
χi,j(t) = Ω
TDΩ (3.44)
Ultimately, a perfect gate will feature α → 0 and χ → π/4. To simplify the
calculations, we want to express both conditions as having a similarly quadratic






(|αi,k|2 + |αj,k|2)βk = ΩTBΩ (3.45)
where βk = coth[ln(1 + 1/nk)/2] is the inverse temperature of the k
th mode and nk
is the average phonon number. With these two equations, a Lagrange multiplier
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equation can be written to satisfy the constraints:
Λ(Ω, λ) = ΩTBΩ− λ(ΩTDΩ− π/4) (3.46)
Lastly, we note that all these matrices are Hermitian and symmetric, which
allows us to write the following coupled set of equations:
∂Λ
∂Ω






Where Equation 3.47 is merely a generalized eigenvalue problem and its solutions
will hold true when scaled together by a multiplicative constant. Therefore, Equa-
tion 3.48 can be satisfied by scaling the pulse solution together. This eigenvalue
problem can be solved efficiently in many programming environments. Typical solu-
tions will be symmetric, as seen in Figure 3.17. A major benefit of this approach is
the large number of solutions that it produces and can be tested on the experimental
apparatus. Some solutions require more laser power than others and some do not
properly de-excite motion at the gate’s conclusions, so having a large swatch of so-
lutions is experimentally very beneficial. It is not clear why many of the entangling
gates fail, though we conjecture that it has to do with the inherent sensitivity of each
gate to secular frequency noise and beam pointing noise. Since these dependencies
are not optimized when the gate solutions are created, it is very plausible that the
solutions have a wide range of sensitivities.
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Typical AM Gate



























Figure 3.17: Amplitude is modulated over time to fulfill the conditions for per-
forming an X̂X gate between two ions. Here is an example of an amplitude profile
that is used to entangle two ions. The detuning is fixed throughout the gate at 3.03
MHz from the carrier. The gate time is 257 µs.
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This method is used to generate entangling gates for the algorithms described
in Refs. [52, 67, 68, 71, 81, 82, 91, 92]. It is preferred over other methods because the
Rabi frequencies required for generating maximal entanglement are lower than other
methods explored.
The average fidelities of these gates were originally ∼ 98% when Ref. [52] was
published. By surrounding the entangling gate with single-qubit rotations a CNOT
gate with a fidelity of ∼ 95% could be generated. The CNOT fidelity encapsulates
the two biggest issues surrounding the gates: entanglement fidelity and simultaneous
dephasing due to light shifts.
As mentioned, the light shifts in the gate were improved by switching the
phase-coherent, pulse-shaped rf onto the individual beams and by balancing the
intensities of the red and blue beams during the X̂X interaction. The beam align-
ment was also dramatically improved by adding two ions into the trap. In the end,
the entangling gate fidelities and the CNOT fidelities both improved to ∼ 99% on
average. Along with single qubit rotation fidelities of ∼ 99.5%, these results are
very promising for the future of ion-trap quantum computing.
3.9.3 Frequency Modulation (FM) Gates
By dithering the symmetric detuning of the Raman beams from the carrier
frequency, the conditions for entangling ions can also be met. Compared to AM
gates, the benefits and drawbacks of this approach are theoretically quite similar,
though the AM gates have performed better on our apparatus. Unlike the AM
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gate derivation described above, the FM approach begins with an initial guess and
then uses an optimization protocol to perfect the gate by minimizing a set of cost
functions. These cost functions are described below. Both methods have enough
degrees of freedom to efficiently fulfill the requirements of the interaction and both
could have a time-dependent light shift that depends on how the laser parameters
are modulated. An argument can be made against unwanted Fourier components
from the sharp amplitude changes in AM gates, though these frequencies will be
significantly attenuated in an AOM due to its limited bandwidth and their effect
is negligible. The FM approach requires a good initial guess to find a high-fidelity
gate that does not require significant laser power, while the AM gates require no
optimization. Therefore, comparing the two approaches depends heavily on the
quality of the initial guess input into the FM gate solver. In the end, one could
apply both methods where the output of an AM gate is used as the initial guess for
the FM gates. Certainly, each approach has its merits and there is no reason why
every degree of freedom should not be explored.
The cost functions are derived by first re-defining Equation 3.37, such that









with this new definition, we can explore suppressing this term to first order by
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′)dt′dt = 0 (3.55)
Using this derivation, the cost functions to be minimized are simply the real and
imaginary elements of Equation 3.49 as well as the optional cost function of Equa-
tion 3.55, which is considered an additional robustness condition. The solutions that
consider this robustness condition should be insensitive to errors in the sideband
frequencies. In the end, solutions were optimized with and without the robust-
ness condition for comparison. See the supplemental material in Ref. [87] for more
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details.
Robust and non-robust optimized gate solutions are presented in Figure 3.18
alongside horizontal lines that denote sideband frequencies. The gates detuning is
modulated through resonance with the phonon modes, which will strongly excite
motion in the system. This was a surprising result of the optimization scheme
that many of the physicists were skeptical of. Nevertheless, the results presented
in Figure 3.19 portray a 98.3(4)% fidelity gate, where the data is SPAM corrected
and the uncertainties are statistical. This gate is among the best we can perform.
The laser power required to maximally entangle two ions was 4× larger than was
predicted, which is an open question within this line of research.
The comparison between robust and non-robust gates is included in Figure
3.20. The horizontal axis denotes an error introduced in the measured sideband fre-
quencies and the vertical axis portrays half the information of the fidelity measure-
ments: the even parity population after running a single gate. Generally, the amount
of entanglement generated was near maximal entanglement(
∑
i,j χi,j = π/4). Gener-
ating small amounts of entanglement often has a higher fidelity than large amounts
of entanglement because the phononic excitations are smaller, which could have
skewed the results had we not ensured similar levels of entanglement. Clearly, the
data from the robust gate has both a higher average fidelity and a broader range of
high fidelities. On the other hand, the non-robust gate seemingly cannot withstand
the noise present in the system to reach a comparable fidelity without introduced
errors.
This project began after our lab had been implementing AM gates for several
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years. Therefore, a comparison between the two approaches is somewhat difficult.
Nevertheless, the major result of this project was the amazing robustness achieved.
Compared to the AM gates, the fidelities were not significantly improved and the
Rabi frequencies required were much larger, but the robustness is very impressive.
Future work might be to combine the two approaches by using the AM gate as the
initial guess for the FM gate.
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Figure 3.18: The shape of the frequency modulation used to perform an entan-
gling gate between two ions. Two gates are super-imposed onto this graph: one
denoting the shape of a robust gate and one for a non-robust gate. This distinc-
tion is explained in greater detail in the text. The horizontal lines denote sideband
frequencies.
Figure 3.19: The gate described in Figure 3.18 was performed on two ions and
the fidelity measurements of the gate is presented here. a) Shows the population
data during a maximally entangling gate. b) Presents a parity scan performed on
the gate. The error bars, though small at places, are statistical and all the data is
SPAM corrected.
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Figure 3.20: The robustness of the FM gates was tested by introducing an error to
the nominal symmetric detuning of the gate. Clearly, the ”robust” gate performs
well over the large range of the detuning error. The vertical axis in this plot is
not fidelity, rather even-parity population after running the gate. In some sense, it
is half of the parity information. The error bars are statistical and all the data is
SPAM corrected.
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3.10 Gates on Longer Chains
Lastly, a gate was performed on a chain of 17 ions using a method similar to
the frequency modulation described above [88]. The 17-ion chain is the longest chain
used in an experiment on our apparatus. With 17 ions in the trap, the motional
spectra is far more complicated and we wanted to see how entanglement might work
with this many ions. Complete individual addressing and detection were sacrificed
to perform these experiments: only 5 ions were well-aligned on Raman beams and
PMT channels. In some sense, this setup was still a 5-qubit experiment despite the
presence of 17 ions in the trap. Therefore, the goals of this setup were simply to
perform entangling gates and witness the scalability of our system for generating
entanglement on 17-ion chains.
dc voltages were found to ensure that the middle 9 ions had a ∼ 2.5µm spacing.
Therefore, every other ion within this middle portion of the crystal was well-imaged
onto our AOM and PMT arrays. The alignment was very tricky at this ion-spacing
because it exacerbated both imaging and addressing crosstalk. Therefore, we used
the positions of the middle 5 ions of a 7-ion chain as seen on a camera to mark
where the Raman beams were tightly focused. Next, voltage solutions were found
that placed ion numbers {5, 7, 9, 11, 13} at those same locations. Though addressing
crosstalk was worsened with such close ion-spacing, we never intended on addressing
the other ions on the trap, so much of that additional crosstalk is a higher order
effect that can be ignored. A similar argument could be made for imaging crosstalk.
Therefore, this 17-ion system would not make a great 5-qubit quantum computer
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due to poor crosstalk parameters, but is very suitable for the focused experimental
purposes of just performing entangling gates.
An effort was made to attempt running the entangling gates without full knowl-
edge of the motional spectra. So only the frequencies of the six most energetic
phonon modes were measured by sideband spectroscopy, as depicted in Figure
3.21. Most of the ions participate quite equally in the highest-energy phonon mode,
suggesting a more idealized phonon spectra. Similarly, the second highest-energy
mode seems to “tilt” around the middle ion. Seemingly, the effects of the trap non-
linearity are minimized in the middle of this long chain. these tightly-spaced ions,
the Coulomb interaction dominates the axial potential more than the dc confine-
ment.
The motivation for measuring only some of the phonon frequencies comes
from imagining a future quantum computer with a very large number of ions and
an incredibly dense motional spectra. Measuring all of the phonons would be cum-
bersome, but looking at a limited set of phonons over a small range within the
spectra could provide enough information for the entangling operations. With this
intuition, we calculated the pulses depicted in Figure 3.22a and corresponding rep-
resentations of αm in the complex plane 3.22b. The phonon excitation is depicted
in order of energy, and clearly those with the large detunings from the nominal gate
frequency have very little excitation. Certainly, the unmeasured phonons with even
larger detunings will also not be excited.
The gates were performed on ion pairs {5, 13} and {9, 7} with respective fi-
delities of 97(1)% and 95(1)%, as seen in Figure 3.24. These reported numbers are
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SPAM corrected and the uncertainties are statistical. With the caveat that align-
ment was slightly worse in this setup, these relatively high fidelities suggest that the
entangling operation is not worsened by the large number of ions in the trap.
Many entangling gate solutions were calculated and experimentally performed
with a variety of nominal detunings from the modes. The initial attempts all had
a small detuning from the phonon modes before a final gate was developed with a
larger detuning. Here, data is included from a gate with a nominal detuning of 5
KHz in Figure 3.23 and a detuning of 11 KHz in Figure 3.24. The gate with the
small detuning had a fidelity of 90(1)%, while the gate with the large detuning had
an average fidelity of 96(1)%. This discrepancy likely stems from the instability of
the phonon frequencies and the robustness of the gate design.
The transverse mode frequencies slowly change by ±0.5 KHz on time scales
of many seconds. Since the gates are robust, this detuning noise will not cause
residual phonon excitation at the end of the gate. On the other hand, this drift is
causing the detuning to change by ∼ 20% for the small-detuning gates as often as
every few hundred experimental repetitions. As the detuning changes, so too does
the amount of entanglement generated because
∑
χi,j has a quadratic dependence







Therefore, this noise causes an under/over-rotation error on the gate. This
error does not appear in the population data because it is averaged out. On the
other hand, a high-amplitude parity scan occurs when χi,j = π/4 and any deviation
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from that value will lower the amplitude of the oscillation. Therefore, under/over
rotations will not be averaged out, so we see the noise of this phonon frequency
written directly onto the parity scan. Therefore, by doubling the detuning, the
error discrepancy between the population data and the parity scan was minimized
by a factor of 4, as expected.
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Figure 3.21: Sideband spectroscopy is performed by shining Raman beams of a
given duration and intensity onto the ions and then scanning the frequency of the
beams through resonance with the motional spectra.
Figure 3.22: The amplitude and frequency modulation for performing a two-qubit
gate in the presence of a 17-ion chain is depicted in (a). The modulation that fulfills
the constraints of the X̂X interaction are performed by dithering the frequency,
not the amplitude. b) Graphic depictions of the phononic trajectories through the
complex plane during the gate. Infidelity of the gate is related to the phonons closing
the loop in the complex plane at the end of the gate. The entanglement generated
is related to the area enclosed by this trajectory.
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Figure 3.23: An example of a small-detuning, low-fidelity gate performed on a 17
ion chain. Despite one half of the fidelity experiments looking favorable, the second
half looks mediocre. The cause of this discrepancy is instability of the phonon
frequencies which make different amounts of entanglement during the gate. This
noise is averaged out when measuring the bare gate, but not when performing a
parity scan.
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Figure 3.24: A large-detuning, high-fidelity gate performed on a 17 ion chain using






Chapter 4: Quantum Scrambling
4.1 Background
We should begin our discussion of quantum scrambling by reminding ourselves
that information locality is yet another element of classical physics that is obscured
by quantum physics. In quantum physics, a piece of information can be described
locally, for example a single qubit in a known state or an operator acting on a single
qubit. This is similar to classical information that is stored in a known location. In
contrast to this phenomenon, quantum information can also be non-local if a qubit
is in an entangled state. Here, the information is not stored on either qubit, rather
it is stored in the entangled correlations between the qubits.
Scrambling is closely related to entanglement. When a qubit is scrambled its
properties are spread throughout a system and the information contained in the
state or operator now exists in a delocalized form. What distinguishes scrambling
from entanglement is that entanglement happens over a qubit axis while scrambling
will happen over all axes. For example, our native entangling gates with trapped
ions ultimately perform a ˆσiφσ
j
φ interaction on the two qubits. This interaction
entangles qubits along the φ-axis. Were the qubits prepared along the φ-axis prior
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to the gate, no entanglement would be generated. With a scrambling unitary, qubits
prepared along any axis will become scrambled. Put another way, the eigenstates
of a entangling operator are states prepared along the same axis as the entangling
gate.
Interestingly, there exists an astonishing hypothesis that argues that none
other than black holes are nature’s fastest quantum scramblers. Anti-de Sitter/conformal
field theory correspondence (AdS/CFT) attempts to answer the famous black hole
information paradox by arguing that information thrown in to a black hole will not
thermalize, rather it will become entangled, via quantum scrambling, with the en-
tire black hole as well as Hawking radiated photons that may already be far away
from the black hole. Accordingly, black holes are essentially processors of quantum
information. This theory is still debated by high-energy physicists and I am only
attempting to summarize the debate.
This brings us to a thought experiment that begins with the assumption that
black holes coherently scramble quantum information. If a qubit tossed into a black
hole can be quickly teleporated if an observer has a quantum memory entangled
with the black hole [93]. In this way, black holes are so-called quantum mirrors that
reflect quantum information. This thought experiment is the inspiration behind our
experiment, which looks at how quantum scrambling is performed and measured
experimentally.
As with entanglement, scrambled information is stored in both diagonal and
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Famously, the Bell basis is a complete orthogonal basis of entangled states. In this
basis, we cannot simply measure qubits in any single basis precisely because the
information is not local to either qubit. Furthermore, if we simply measure the
qubits as they are, we will not be able to distinguish |Ψ+〉 from |Ψ−〉. Instead,
we need to disentangle our qubits and simultaneously map the bit and coherence



















The circuit in 4.3 moves the information stored in diagonal and off-diagonal ma-
trix elements of a density matrix to measurable quantities. Thoughtfully designing
protocols like this highlights a nuance of working with non-local information which
will foreshadow our work with scrambled information. If the qubits are entangled
along some unknown axis, then efficiently measuring them can be even more difficult
and may require expensive measurement techniques like state tomography. As we
begin to think about measuring scrambled many-body states, the prospect of effi-
cient measurement becomes worse. Therefore, we want a method that can measure
quantum scrambling without tomography and without a priori knowing phases of
the scrambled states.
4.2 Measuring Scrambling
Now that we have a better understanding of the distinction between local
and non-local quantum information, we can begin a deeper discussion of quantum
scrambling by thinking about information stored in operations instead of qubits: the
Heisenberg representation of quantum mechanics. Here, local information takes the
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form of a single-qubit operator while non-local information is a many-qubit operator.
One can scramble local information as follows:
Ûscramble(Â⊗ Î ⊗ Î ⊗ . . . )Û †scramble
scramble−−−−−→ B̂ ⊗ Ĉ ⊗ D̂ ⊗ . . . (4.4)
Where Â, B̂, Ĉ, and D̂ are single-body operators, Î is the identity operator, and Û
is a scrambling operator.
The common tool for measuring scrambling is the out-of-time-order correlation
function (OTOC) of the form:
OTOC = 〈Ô†AÔ†D(t)ÔAÔD(t)〉, (4.5)
where ÔA and ÔD are initially unitary, commuting operators acting on separate
subsystems A and D. Of course, all operators acting on separate systems will
commute. We evolve ÔD according to ÔD(t) = Û
†ÔDÛ , where Û is the unitary time-
evolution operator of the system, Û = e−iĤt/h̄. In an ideal implementation, time-
evolution that scrambles will cause ÔD(t) to increasingly act on the entire N-qubit
system, including subsystems A and D. As ÔD(t) spreads onto subsystem A, ÔD(t)
and ÔA will commute less, and the OTOC will decay according to Re[OTOC] =
1
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Assuming our scrambling operator specifically scrambles single-body Pauli operators




















|q2〉 = O2D O2†D
|q3〉 OD O†D O3D O3†D
(4.8)
At this point, we can see quite clearly that our correlation measurement will decay
if ÔA and Ô1D fail to commute by measuring qubit 1 at a minimum. A error-free
OTOC will decay from 1 as scrambling is increased.
This approach to measuring OTOCs has important experimental problems
because errors on our scrambling unitaries will propagate onto the correlation mea-
surement, causing the OTOC to undergo a false decay. Therefore, measuring what
seems to be a non-trivial OTOC is not enough to measure the presence of scram-
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bling. For example, if Û decoheres the three-qubit system, then all of the ÔiD terms
in Figure 4.8 can be considered decohering channels. Certainly, ÔA and Ô1D will not
commute because Ô1D is not a unitary operator. Therefore, the OTOC will decay
despite no scrambling being performed, rather because the dynamics are dominated
by errors. In a similar way, if the three-qubit operators in Figure 4.8 are not Û
and Û †, then the OTOC will also decay.
These arguments are well understood. The state-of-the-art measurement of
quantum scrambling using over one hundred ions is presented in Ref. [35]. In that
paper, lengthy and thorough analyses of relevant experimental errors are included
and theoretical models were generated to understand and quantify experimental er-
rors. By doing so, the authors significantly strengthen their claims of measuring
quantum scrambling using an OTOC. The scrambling was performed using an pair-
wise Ising interaction, which is notably different from the circuit-based scrambling
operator that will be discussed.
In response to the issues that plague OTOC measurements, we performed
an experiment that uses two observables to separately measure scrambling and an
OTOC, described in Ref. [68], thereby verifying the OTOC measurement without
significant error analysis or state tomography. To understand the derivation from
Figure 4.6 to the circuit we will eventually run, it is useful to introduce the following



















Already, it is clear that the qubit register has doubled in size. As described
in Ref. [95, 96], we can make modifications to this circuit that would significantly
simplify the experimental sequence. This new circuit will have the ability to measure
scrambling and an OTOC, as promised above, and is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: A quantum circuit for measuring quantum scrambling using a telepor-
tation protocol. Only one of the Bell measurements are performed for each imple-
mentation of the circuit. If Ûs and Ûd are both ideal scrambling unitaries, then the
Bell measurement can herald the teleportation of |ψ〉 to qubit 7 and | 〈ψ|ϕ〉 |2 = 1.
More details are included in the text.
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4.3 Two Simultaneous Measurements
The quantum circuit we use to measure scrambling and OTOCs can be seen
in Figure 4.1 and the sequence can be summarized as follows:
I: Begin the sequence by preparing the first qubit in a known state |ψ〉.
II: Put qubit pairs {3, 4}, {2, 5}, and {6, 7} in the Bell state |Ψ+〉 (see Equation
4.1).
III: Apply an operator Ûs on qubits {1, 2, 3} and another operator Ûd on qubits
{6, 5, 4}. Note that the qubit ordering for Ûd is backwards from what we
typically use.
IV: Perform only one of the displayed Bell measurements on qubit pairs {3, 4},
{2, 5}, or {1, 6}.
V: Measure qubit 7 in whatever basis qubit 1 was prepared in.
Each step in this recipe has important ramifications that we will now consider. Since
we need to establish that our scrambling unitary can scramble quantum information
in any basis, we use step 1 to prepare eigenstates of all the Pauli operators and step
7 to read them out. Additionally, we will measure two qubits in the Bell basis in step
4 to herald teleportation using the circuit depicted in Figure 4.3. where α is the
































Figure 4.2: Quantum circuit for measuring qubits in the Bell basis.






(σ̂I ⊗ σ̂∗I + σ̂X ⊗ σ̂∗X + σ̂Y ⊗ σ̂∗Y + σ̂Z ⊗ σ̂∗Z) (4.12)
Therefore, we have two distinct types of averages. One which increases the number
of experiments we need to run and one that is implicit in the Bell measurement.
Both are necessary because the OTOC that we will be able to measure has both of










where Ô1 ≡ |ψ〉〈φ| corresponds to averaging over different states for qubit 1 (as
done in sequence 4.3.1). φ,
∑
φ, Ôp
is related to a averaging over measurement
bases, which is done automatically by the Bell projection. It can be shown that this
OTOCaverage is measured by simply recording the likelihood of the measurement
qubits being in the state |Ψ+〉, 〈Pφ〉. Fortunately, measuring this Bell state heralds
teleportation of qubit 1’s initial state to qubit 7: | 〈φ|ϕ〉 |2 = 1. We call the averaged
teleportation fidelity 〈Fφ〉. Here, φ is one of the 6 eigenstates of all of the Pauli
operators. These two observables, 〈Pφ〉 and 〈Fφ〉, are the essential result we hope
to explore with these experiments.
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Step 2 insequence 4.3 discusses preparing qubits in the |Ψ+〉 Bell state, which








Figure 4.3: Quantum circuit for preparing two qubits in the |Ψ+〉 Bell state.
By preparing our qubits this way, the scrambling unitaries can be performed on
two different sets of qubits, clearing the path for our unique approach to measuring
scrambling.
Step 3 is where all the real scrambling happens, so it is the most fraught with
potential experimental errors. The scrambling-induced teleportation happens when
both Ûs is a scrambling unitary and Ûd = Û
∗
s . If Ûs is not a scrambling unitary or if
Ûd 6= Û∗s , then teleportation will not occur. In both of these cases, OTOCaverage will
decay, despite the fact that no scrambling has occurred. Therefore, the teleportation
fidelity is a significantly more reliable test for scrambling. More details on these
topics and detailed derivations are given in Refs. [95] and [96].
Additionally, we can run deeper circuits that use a Grover’s search protocol to
measure scrambling with a deterministic teleportation instead of heralded telepor-
tation [4]. The required circuit is depicted in Figure 4.4 excluding the gates within
the purple border, we simply need to apply a special Grover’s search gate, Ĝ, as de-
picted in Figure 4.5, and then another application of scrambling unitary. Luckily,
we can apply Ĝ with minimal overhead by using single-qubit rotations and qubit
reassignment. We lose the ability to measure OTOCaverage with this circuit, but
the scrambling measurement is now more direct. We can also take this effort a step
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further using the circuit depicted in Figure 4.4 with the gates in the purple bor-
der. This variant also has deterministic teleportation alongside a unity theoretical
likelihood of measuring |Ψ+〉 in the Bell measurement.
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Figure 4.4: Quantum circuit for running a Grover’s search variant of the scrambling
measurement circuit. This circuit is deterministic, every experimental run should
teleport information if Û is a scrambling unitary. No known OTOC measurement
can be extracted from this experiment, though it may have the ability to measure
higher moments of OTOC’s.
|q1〉 Rz (π) Rx (π) × Rz (π)
|q2〉 Rx (π) ×
Figure 4.5: Circuit for implementing unitary for Grover’s search variant. The swap
gate is performed classically by swapping qubit labels during the data processing.
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4.4 Experimental Setup
To implement the experiments described above, we needed to extend our 5
qubit quantum computer to 7 qubits. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the best way to
trap long chains of equally-spaced ions is to trap extra spectator ions which act to
alter the axial potential for the middle 7 ions to make them more equally spaced. To
implement this, we found several sets of voltages that held 9 ions in seemingly correct
positions, and then performed sideband-cooled Rabi flopping on the ions for each
voltage set. The voltages that produce the best alignment will sample the Raman
beams at their foci. Therefore, beam pointing fluctuations will be minimized; the
ion will sample a far narrower spread of intensities in the Gaussian Raman beam;
and Rabi flopping will decay significantly less. This proved to be a good method
for calibrating alignment. Once we had 7 ions well-aligned onto our optical setup,
calculating entangling gates proved straightforward despite using four additional
ions than previous experiments [67]. A similar technique was subsequently applied
for better alignment of 5 qubits using 7 ions for the results in Ref. [91].
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Figure 4.6: Rabi flopping on a sideband-cooled chain of nine ions. The same
experiment was performed on many different voltage sets. By measuring decays
during Raman beam Rabi flopping, we could deduce which voltage sets featured the
best alignment. This figure is actually a 3D plot rotated so that the time axis is
almost perpendicular to the page. This way, we can see the decay of the Rabi flops




































































Figure 4.7: Gate sequence that affects a scrambling unitary used in Figures 4.10
and 4.11.


















































































Figure 4.8: Gate sequence that affects a scrambling unitary used in Figure 4.12.
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As mentioned, quantum scrambling transforms local information into non-
local information and we needed to discover unitary operators that affect such a
transformation using our native interactions. Generally, finding combinations of na-
tive gates that create a defined unitary is very difficult and optimization techniques
are employed to find the most efficient combinations [97]. Instead of using such a
method, we found scrambling operators by simulating the experimental sequence
and testing different unitaries. We found that the circuits depicted in Figures 4.7
and 4.8 are both maximally scrambling and have a similar structure. Figure 4.7
has the interesting quality of performing three Ising gates along one basis and then
another, which we assumed was likely the most efficient scrambling unitary on three
qubits. To test whether 4.7 properly scrambles quantum information, we calculated
the following:
U †(X ⊗ I ⊗ I)U = X ⊗ Z ⊗ Z
U †(I ⊗X ⊗ I)U = Z ⊗X ⊗ Z
U †(I ⊗ I ⊗X)U = Z ⊗ Z ⊗X
U †(Y ⊗ I ⊗ I)U = Y ⊗X ⊗X
U †(I ⊗ Y ⊗ I)U = X ⊗ Y ⊗X
U †(I ⊗ I ⊗ Y )U = X ⊗X ⊗ Y
U †(Z ⊗ I ⊗ I)U = Z ⊗ Y ⊗ Y
U †(I ⊗ Z ⊗ I)U = Y ⊗ Z ⊗ Y
U †(I ⊗ I ⊗ Z)U = Y ⊗ Y ⊗ Z
(4.14)
Similar arguments can be made for the unitary depicted in Figure 4.8, where each
individual single-qubit Pauli operator is transformed into many-qubit Pauli opera-
tors. As mentioned, this is the signature of quantum scrambling. While performing
these calculations are straightforward and sufficient to show that a unitary has
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scrambling dynamics, large systems will become impossible to similarly simulate.
Instead, one can use the experimental framework proposed in this chapter to test if
a unitary scrambles with minimal overhead.
Lastly, we used Figure 4.10 to move gates around to simplify the circuit.
Since two maximally entangling XX gates in sequence are equivalent to performing
RX(π) gates on both qubits involved, we could cancel out several gates. Finally, the
experimental circuit we used takes the form of Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Optimized quantum circuit used to measure quantum scrambling using
the identity in Equation 4.10 and the unitary operator in Figure 4.7.
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4.5 Results
To begin with, we wanted to demonstrate how the circuit in Figure 4.1 really
works to distinguish scrambling for experimental errors. Therefore, we turned Ûs
into single-qubit rotations of angle θ and left Ûd as the identity operator, depicted
in Figure 4.10a. Both sets of identity operations were generated using several max-
imally entangling X̂X gates that cancel out, generating enough noise to ensure that
the levels of experimental error stayed consistent throughout the set of experiments
we performed. As we increased θ, we measured the decay of the OTOC measurement
despite knowing that no scrambling had occurred. Meanwhile, the teleportation fi-
delity stayed at its minimum value of 0.5, see the orange data in Figures 4.10b and
d. This proves that our OTOC measurement is sensitive to expermiental errors like
all other OTOCs.
Next, we realized that we could parameterize the amount of scrambling done
by Figure 4.7 by changing the angle of rotation of the Rz gates between [π, π/2].
Maximal scrambling occurs when these gates have an angle of π/2, and no scram-
bling occurs when the angle is π. The variable α is used to depict the absence
(α = 0) or presence (α = 1) of scrambling. The data is presented in the dark
purple points in Figures 4.10c and d. As α grows, we see the expected behavior
of increased teleportation fidelity and a decreased OTOC measurement, suggesting
that our experiment is behaving as expected.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Quantum circuit for parameterizing the amount of mismatch be-
tween Ûs and Ûd. The mismatch is parameterized by simply applying single qubit
rotations of an angle θ to three of the qubits and not the other three. Correspond-
ing data appears as orange data points. (b) Quantum circuit for parameterizing the
amount of quantum scrambling performed for a given value of α. Corresponding
data appears as purple data points. (c) The OTOC measurement while scanning θ
and α. Both experiments feature a decaying OTOC measurement despite only one
having an increase in the amount of quantum scrambling. (d) The teleportation
fidelity while scanning θ and α. Only the purple data points change because the
amount of scrambling has changed in that experiment. Error bars are too small to
be seen and are generated from statistical uncertainties.
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Also, we teleported the eigenstates of every Pauli operator and heralded tele-
portation using every Bell measurement pair. The data is depicted in Figure 4.11,
and the average teleportation success rate is roughly 80%. The OTOC registers at
its minimum value of 25% in the maximally scrambled case. The wide variety of
teleportation experiments demonstrates that the once local information of qubit 1’s
state, |ψ〉, is now entangled with every qubit in the 7-qubit system. This shows
quantitatively that we have scrambled |ψ〉. In addition, we perform the same ex-
periment using a non-scrambling unitary, equivalent to the first three X̂X gates
of Figure 4.7. This circuit can entangle but not scramble, so it can only teleport
information along specific axes. Indeed, we see that it only teleports z-basis states:
|0〉 and |1〉. This teleportation can be reduced to a traditional quantum teleporta-
tion scheme [98]. In contrast to this, the scrambling-based teleportation is caused
by the delocalization of the teleported state throughout the entire system. We see
the OTOC measurement is much higher in the case of the non-scrambling unitary,
due to simpler experimental requirements.
Lastly, we performed the Grover’s search variants of the experiment, depicted
in Figure 4.12. The color of the data matches the circuits in Figure 4.4. This data
was only teleported in a few eigenbasis states and with only one Bell measurement
pair. Despite the additional gates required for this data, the teleportation fidelities
are still roughly 80%.
By performing these experiments, we show the impressive capabilities of our
experimental apparatus and the theoretical framework we used to measure scram-
bling. Performing experiments with 7 qubits with similar fidelities as we had with 5
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qubits demonstrates the extensiblility of our experimental architecture. Secondly, a
large-scale quantum computer could use our method of measuring scrambling with
relatively low overhead: the procedure only requires a few measurements per unitary
regardless of system size. The procedure can be used to understand properties of a
collection of gates that is too large to simulate.
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Figure 4.11: Results from teleporting different the basis states of each of the Pauli
operators using quantum scrambling. |0(1)〉i is the positive (negative) eigenstate of
the i-Pauli operator. Each of the three available Bell measurement pairs are used to
teleport each state using the scrambling unitary in Equation 4.7. The measurement
pair used are labeled in (b). We also attempted to use a non-scrambling unitary
that could only teleport z-basis states. For the maximally scrambling unitary, the
teleportation fidelities are included in (a) and are ∼ 80%. The OTOC measurements
are reported in (b) and are fairly flat at their minimum of 25%.
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Figure 4.12: Results from teleporting information with a Grover’s search variant.
The quantum circuit that depicts this experiment is portrayed in Figure 4.4. Two
circuits are described there, one has additional post-selection features to flag failed
experimental runs and the matching data is depicted here in light purple. Another
has no post-selection features and the data is as collected, in orange. In either case,
the teleportation fidelity around 80%, similar to the data in Figure 4.11 despite
having many more entangling operations.
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Chapter 5: Quantum Error Correction
5.1 Introduction
Classical computers use signals defined by macroscopic properties like volt-
ages and magnetic polarity that are inherently error-resistant. Components of such
computers have error rates below 10−17 [99], making them famously reliable. When
such high-fidelity components are not available, error-correction protocols are used
with acceptable overheads. Quantum computers, as has been made clear throughout
Part 1 of this thesis, are far from boasting comparable error rates.
Some errors on quantum computers are coherent, meaning the imperfect op-
erations are still Hermitian and applying their inverse will return the system to its
previous state. Examples of such errors include rotating qubits with miscalculated
Rabi frequencies or resonant frequencies. These can be eliminated with improved
control schemes, such as the SK1 pulses or improved beam delivery, as discussed in
Chapter 3.
Another, more insidious source of error is decoherence, where the qubit irre-
versibly turns into a mixed state containing no computational information. Such
errors cannot be readily undone and the information is generally lost. Examples of
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this include off-resonant photon scattering during Raman transitions and residual
ion-phonon entanglement at the end of an entangling gate, as discussed in Chapter
3. Put another way, in the case of Schrödinger’s cat, the cat’s life is entangled with
a qubit whose information is becoming increasingly unknowable. After some time,
measuring the qubit state will no longer effect correlations with the cat’s life.
No matter how much improvement is made to the experimental system to min-
imize these types of errors, there will always remain some error rate on a quantum
computer. Decoherece, most notably, is a fundamental feature of quantum mechan-
ics [100, 101]; it is not merely a spurious behavior arising from a poorly controlled
and imperfectly understood quantum system. If the qubit operations have suffi-
ciently high fidelity, these errors can be dramatically reduced using quantum error
correction (QEC) codes.
QEC codes work by entangling several physical qubits to create so-called logi-
cal qubits. The basis states of the logical qubit are spanned by different maximally
entangled states [102,103]. These logical states are more resistant to errors compared
with bare qubits. Certain errors can be completely corrected using stabilizer mea-
surement schemes, where errors in the logical qubit, called syndromes, are written
onto ancillae qubits. By performing syndrome measurements, the experimentalist
can determine which gates to apply onto the logical qubit to fix it [102].
The ability of a QEC code to run stabilizer circuits and correct for errors is
limited by the fidelity of the QC’s operations and its idle errors. Idle errors are
negligible in 171Yb+qubits [104], so the main determining factor is the fidelity of the
operations, like those discussed in Chapter 3. If the operations are sufficiently high
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fidelity, the logical qubit will be improved by every application of the stabilizers and
the system is termed fault-tolerant [105]. If one builds a device with operations below
the threshold, QEC will not improve the system and the qubit is not fault-tolerant
[106]. In the experiments discussed below, we will demonstrate the preparation of
a logical qubit that is fault-tolerant. Stabilizer measurements were performed, but
were not able to improve the qubit. Therefore, only the preparation of the logical
qubit is termed fault-tolerant and the rest of the QEC code cannot make the same
claim.
5.2 Experimental Effort
On our experimental apparatus, we implemented elements of an error cor-
recting code to see how the logical qubit shows improvements over our physical
qubits [82]. A common naming convention for these codes is [[n, k, d]]. Where n is
the number of physical qubits required to encode k logical qubits. The code has the
ability to correct measured errors on up to d− 1 qubits. The Hamming distance is
a measure of the single qubit operations necessary to move from one logical qubit
state to another. The code we chose to use is the [[4,2,2]] code, which requires 4
physical qubits. This code appears as part of the Steane code [102] as well as a face
of a distance-3 color code [107], among others. The logical states (|LALB〉) in the
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z-basis are:
|00〉L = (|0000〉+ |1111〉)/
√
2 (5.1)
|01〉L = (|0011〉+ |1100〉)/
√
2 (5.2)
|10〉L = (|0101〉+ |1010〉)/
√
2 (5.3)




The logical states in the x-basis (|+〉 = (|0〉+|1〉)/
√




|++〉L = (|+ + ++〉+ |− − −−〉)/
√
2 (5.6)
|+−〉L = (|+−+−〉+ |−+−+〉)/
√
2 (5.7)
|−+〉L = (|+ +−−〉+ |− −++〉)/
√
2 (5.8)




These states form a complete, normalized set of even parity states, each having
an equal number of qubits in the |0〉 (|+〉) and |1〉 (|−〉) states in the z- (x-) basis.
Later, we will exploit the parity of the states to write single-qubit errors onto an
ancilla qubit.
Evolving the logical qubits from one state to another requires logical operations
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of the form:
ẐA = Ẑ ⊗ Ẑ ⊗ Î ⊗ Î (5.11)
ẐB = Ẑ ⊗ Î ⊗ Ẑ ⊗ Î (5.12)
X̂A = X̂ ⊗ Î ⊗ X̂ ⊗ Î (5.13)
X̂A = X̂ ⊗ X̂ ⊗ Î ⊗ Î (5.14)
(5.15)
We created the |00〉L logical qubits using the circuit in Figure 5.2. If single
error occurs at any point of this circuit, the error will propagate in one of two ways.
Either |LB〉 will be wrong, as seen in Figure 5.2, or the qubit state will fall outside






Figure 5.1: Circuit for preparing |00〉L.
|0〉 H • H •
|0〉 E • −→ • E
|0〉 • • E
|0〉 E
Figure 5.2: Error propagation example where the single-qubit error creates odd-
parity states that are outside the QEC code subspace.
|0〉 H • H •
|0〉 • −→ •
|0〉 E • • E
|0〉 E
Figure 5.3: Error propagation example where the logical state remains in the logical
subspace, but logical qubit |LB〉 experiences an error.
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In both cases, |LA〉 is protected. In the first case, we see an example of how
|LA〉 is unaffected by single-qubit Pauli error, while |LB〉 is not. In the second case,
the qubits are not found to be in the four logical states and the data is discarded.
In these ways, we claim that |LA〉 does not have a single-qubit error channel while
|LB〉 does. If the main source of noise on our system is single-qubit errors and this
error is sufficiently low, the preparation of |LA〉 might be fault-tolerant.
To show this behavior, we created the |00〉L state and measured the qubits
in the z basis, as seen in Figure 5.4. Data is presented as measured as well as
SPAM-corrected. We disregard experimental runs where odd-parity qubit states
are measured, the yield of preparing even-parity states is 91.1%, which means we
loose 8.9% of the data. The inset shows the data after odd-parity states have been
discarded. As we can see, |LA〉 (|LB〉) is measured correctly with 99.7% (98.1)
probability. Despite using entangling gates with 96 − 97% fidelity, we created a
logical qubit with only 0.2% error. The large difference in prepared fidelity between
the two logical qubits shows how |LA〉 is unaffected by single-qubit errors, while
|LB〉 is not. This suggests that our discussion of propagation of single Pauli errors is
correct, and that the major sources of error on our system are random, single-body



































Figure 5.4: We prepare the logical state |00〉L state using the circuit in Figure
5.2 and measure it in the z-basis. Raw data as well as SPAM-corrected data are
included on the graph. The inset compares the errors on the preparation of the
fault-tolerant logical qubit and the non-fault-tolerant logical qubit.
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As with any QEC code, the code has stabilizers that can be used for local
syndrome extraction via an ancilla qubit [5,108]. We can use a bare, physical qubit
as an ancilla during the stabilizer circuits depicted in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.
These circuits write the syndrome information onto the ancilla that tells the user if
the qubits have fallen outside the codespace using a non-destructive measurement.
While other codes have more detailed syndromes like type and location of the error,
the Hamming distance here is too small and we only learn if an error has occurred.
These stabilizer measurements write bit-flip (Z basis) or phase flip (X basis)
errors onto the ancilla qubit. We perform them with the circuits depicted in Figs.
5.5 and 5.6. If the ancilla is measured to be in the |0〉 state, then no error has
occurred. Otherwise, the run can be discarded. The stabilizers are performed in
separate experiments because only one ancilla was available.
We performed the stabilizer measurement on our |00〉L state and measured in
both the Z- and X-axes, see Figure 5.7. Again, we see errors on |LA〉 that are an
order of magnitude less likely than on |LB〉. When the ancilla is measured in the
|1〉 state, we conclude that an error has occurred, though we do not know where.
This was significantly more likely after the SX stabilizer. This tells us that our
preparation of |00〉L has significant phases errors, but not bit-flip errors. Different
logical states were prepared and analyzed with stabilizer measurements. The results
are summarized in Table 5.1.
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SX :
|+〉 • • • • X
Figure 5.5: This circuit writes z-basis errors from the logical qubit onto the ancilla,
despite being called SX . Ideally, the ancilla qubit would be measured independently
from the rest of the qubit register, and the quantum computer would fix single-qubit







Figure 5.6: This circuit writes x-basis errors from the logical qubit onto the ancilla,
despite being called SZ . Like above, an ideal implementation of an error correction
code would extract the information about the logical qubits using the ancilla and























































Figure 5.7: We prepare the |00〉L state and performing stabilizer measurements as
described in the circuit in Figure 5.5 and 5.6. The relatively poor fidelity of the SX
stabilizer demonstrates the phase error of the entangling gates discussed in Chapter
3. This data was taken prior to the improvement to the X̂X gate phase. Again, the




meas. logical state |LaLb〉 basis
|00〉 |01〉 |10〉 |11〉 Z
yield |+ +〉 |+−〉 | −+〉 | − −〉 X
|00〉L 91.1 98.0 1.7 0.1 0.2 Z
|00〉LSz 77.8 97.8 1.7 0.2 0.3 Z
|00〉LSx 65.2 97.1 2.4 0.2 0.3 Z
|+ +〉L 91.1 94.8 3.9 0.2 0.2 X
|+ +〉LSz 68.2 93.0 4.2 1.3 1.5 X
|+ +〉LSx 72.1 94.3 4.5 0.5 0.7 X
| − 1〉L 90.1 0.2 50.5 0.1 49.2 Z
| − 1〉L 87.0 0.3 0.3 50.4 48.9 X
| − 1〉LSz 79.9 0.2 50.0 0.1 49.7 Z
| − 1〉LSz 75.5 0.4 0.3 50.0 49.2 X
| − 1〉LSx 72.1 0.6 50.2 0.5 48.7 Z
| − 1〉LSx 76.2 0.4 0.4 50.0 49.2 X
|0+〉L 93.2 47.4 52.5 0.06 0.05 Z
|0+〉L 92.4 50.0 0.04 49.8 0.09 X
|0+〉LSz 81.6 48.3 51.3 0.2 0.2 Z
|0+〉LSz 68.5 47.1 2.4 47.4 3.1 X
|0+〉LSx 72.0 48.3 51.5 0.2 0.1 Z
|0+〉LSx 70.9 49.4 0.4 49.7 0.5 X
|11〉LSz 73.3 0.4 0.3 2.8 96.5 Z
Table 5.1: A summary of results from preparing logical states and applying stabilizer
measurements.
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Another experiment was performed by purposefully introducing calibration
errors in the entangling gates during the preparation of the logical states. The
results are plotted in Figure 5.8. It is not surprising that the yield suffers due
to miscalibration, the fact that the likelihood of an error occurring on the logical
qubits stays quite flat has major ramifications. Miscalibration of the X̂X gates
reflects a very realistic experimental noise source of under/over rotations of the
X̂X gates due to imperfectly calibrated Rabi frequencies. This type of error is
a correlated error, since it causes bit flip errors on multiple qubits due to their
entangled state. In fact, unwanted entanglement is the major source of correlated
errors possible in the system. Another common cause of unwanted entanglement is
crosstalk entanglement. Since there is ∼ 1− 2% addressing crosstalk of the Raman
beams on neighboring ions, undesirable entanglement will happen between target
ions and their nearest neighbors. Similar to the miscalibrated X̂X gates, this will
produce unwanted correlations within the system. Severely minimizing crosstalk
entanglement and imperfect entanglement from miscalibrated Rabi frequencies is
essential because correlated noise raises the fidelity threshold of the qubit operations
required to reach fault tolerance [109]. In the experiment plotted in Figure 5.8,
the naturally-occurring correlated noise from crosstalk entanglement is convolved
with the artificially introduced miscalibration errors. Despite the potentially large
source of correlated errors, the fault-tolerant preparation of the code is maintained.
This suggests that the level of correlated errors in our system is below the threshold
necessary for fault-tolerant preparation of the logical state.
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Figure 5.8: Preparing |00〉L with miscalibrated entangling gates and then extracting
syndrome measurements using properly calibrated gates. (a) Since the calibration
has a larger effect on the z-basis error, it is no surprise that the yield for SX stabilizer
is effected more than the SZ stabilizer. (b) In either case, the logical error probability
is relatively flat.
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Chapter 6: Measuring Rényi Entropy
6.1 Measuring Entanglement
Entanglement is a precious resource in quantum computing. It is the backbone
of every non-trivial multi-qubit quantum gate and enables quantum error correction,
as seen in Chapter 5. Therefore, quantifying and measuring the amount of entan-
glement produced by a given Hamiltonian or set of quantum gates is an important
and open question. Here, we will present a method for measuring entanglement us-
ing the Rényi entropy. As done in Ref. [110], we begin our discussion by considering




ci,j |ai〉 ⊗ |bj〉 (6.1)
Where states |ai〉 and |bj〉 form complete, orthonormal bases A an B. The reduced
density matrix of subsystem A is defined by performing a partial trace over subsys-
tem B [99]:
ρA = TrB(|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|) =
∑
i,j
ci,j |ai〉 〈ai|Tr(|bj〉 〈bj|) =
∑
i,j
ci,j |ai〉 〈ai| 〈bj|bj〉 (6.2)
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The reduced density matrix reports the population statistics of subsystem A
and is also a witness of the entanglement of the entire system. The simplest example
of two such subsystems are two qubits. Let’s consider several sets of qubit states
and their respective reduced density matrices:




























In equations 6.3 and 6.4, the two subsystems are unentangled and their re-
duced matrices are reflective of that fact: they both look like systems in a pure
state. In contrast we have Equation 6.5, where the reduced density matrix looks
like that of a decoherent or mixed state. It has the same diagonal components as in
Equation 6.4, but the off diagonal components have disappeared. The correlations
between the two levels of subsystem A cannot be described without also represent-
ing its entangled partner. We can use the reduced density matrix to quantify the
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In the limit of n→ 1, this is equivalent to the von Neumann entropy, another
important information theoretic quantity that can also be considered when studying
entanglement. The log of the second Rényi entropy, log(R2), decays from 1 as
entanglement grows between the subsystems. In the example in equations 6.3, 6.4,
and 6.5, the Rényi entropy would be measured as 1, 1, and 0.5 respectively. These
measurements can be taken on a quantum computer, though measuring full density
matrices quickly becomes difficult on systems greater than 3 qubits. Instead, the
Rényi entropy can be directly measured using two identical experimental systems
with the proper quantum control [111]:
R2 = 〈Ψ| 〈Ψ|SwapA |Ψ〉 |Ψ〉 (6.7)
where we define SwapA as:
SwapA |Ψ〉 |Ψ′〉 = SwapA
∑
i,j
ci,j |ai〉 ⊗ |bj〉
∑
i′,j′







ci′,j′ |ai′〉 ⊗ |bj〉 |ai〉 ⊗ |bj′〉
(6.8)
Furthermore, we can directly measure the Rényi entropy using only an ancilla
qubit by preparing the ancilla in the |+〉 state and placing it as the control of a
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CSwap, or Fredkin, gate. The single ancilla measures the expectation value of the
CSwap operator. Put another way, the sequence affects a phase kickback if the
Swap occurs between subsystems that are both part of an entangled state [112], so
measuring the ancilla in state |0 (1)〉 reveals the absence (presence) of entanglement.
If |Ψ〉 grows to any arbitrary size, the number of ancillae needed stays constant at 1,
and the number of CSwap gates grows linearly with the size of subsystem A. Every
component of A will be acted on by a Fredkin gate controlled by the single ancilla.
With our experimental apparatus, we implemented the CSwap gate with a pro-
cess fidelity of 86.8(3)%, and the state of the control qubit is correct with 94.0(2)%
probability. These reported numbers are SPAM corrected and the uncertainties are
statistical. See Figure 6.1. Next, we set our sights on a sensible simulation that

































Figure 6.1: State-to-state transfer matrix after applying a Fredkin gate optimized
for our native quantum gates and error model. The gate is performed with an
average fidelity of 94.0(2)%. Data is corrected for SPAM errors.





Figure 6.2: CSwap operator applied onto a four-qubit system in such a way that
the Rényi entropy is readout onto an ancilla qubit. Two copies of a quantum system
|Ψ〉 are needed to measure the entanglement within |Ψ〉.
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6.2 Hamiltonian Mapping
To test this measurement protocol, we developed a simulation of two electrons











where ĉ†i,φ and ĉi,φ are respective creation and annihilation operators for electrons
in spin state φ ∈ {↓, ↑} and site i. J is the hopping strength between lattice sites,
U is the on-site interaction, and ˆni,φ = ĉ
†
i,φĉi,φ is the electron number operator
for site i. By considering two electrons, two sites, and conservation of total spin
(Sz = 0), we can study the simplest non-trivial implementation of the Hamiltonian
[71]. Though simply describing electrons on a lattice and their interactions, the
Fermi-Hubbard model has massive implications and may describe high-temperature
superconductivity. Solving such a problem at the thermodynamic limit is beyond
the capabilities of classical computers, but can be efficiently simulated on a quantum
computer using many of the same techniques described here [10, 115].
State of the art experiments that study this Hamiltonian typically use latices
of ultra-cold Fermi gases, where very large numbers of fermions are readily avail-
able [116, 117] and the toolbox necessary to implement the interaction is highly
developed [118]. Our experiment, in contrast, has no direct method for engineer-
ing the Hamiltonian. Instead, our system is a universal quantum computer that
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can efficiently simulate many different problems as long as a sufficient mapping is
available.
To understand such mappings, we need to understand the difference between
the Pauli-type unitaries native to digital quantum systems (see Sec.3) and fermionic
creation and annihilation operators. Let’s begin by looking at how these fermionic
operators effect a particle’s state alongside a somewhat analogous Pauli-type oper-
ator.
â† |0〉 = |1〉 , â |1〉 = |0〉
σ̂+ |0〉 = |1〉 , σ̂− |1〉 = |0〉
(6.10)
The fermionic operators flip spin states, just like σ̂+(−) =
1
2
(σx − (+)iσy) opera-
tors. From here, we see that there is a native operator, that seems to match the
creation and annihilation operators. The problem arises when we want to consider
the fermionic canonical anticommutation relations:
{âi, âi} = {â†i , â†i} = 0, {σ̂+i , σ̂+i } = {σ̂−i , σ̂−i } = 0
{âiâj, â†i â†j} = I, {σ̂+i σ̂+j , σ̂−i σ̂−j } 6= I
(6.11)
As we can see the Pauli operators fail to obey the proper anticommutation relations
for qubit registers of larger than a single qubit. The simplest way to correct this















Another popular choice is the Bravyi-Kitaev transformation [7], which uses
parity information to improve mapping efficiency and can substantially reduce the
number of gates required for a simulation [120]. Both transformation techniques use
the second-quantization Fock basis.
For our simple example of two electrons in two sites of a Fermi-Hubbard model,
the number of qubits required (Nq) is equal to the number of electron states for
each electron (Ns = 4 = Nq). In certain cases like ours, one can use the inherent
symmetries and conservation laws within a Hamiltonian to map it onto a smaller
Hilbert space. Since our Hamiltonian in Equation 6.9 conserves total spin, Sz,
as well as the number of electrons, Ne, we can use the following first-quantization
mapping that uses a number of qubits equal to the number of electrons Ne = Nq = 2:
|00〉 = {1↑, 1↓}
|01〉 = {1↑, 2↓}
|10〉 = {2↑, 1↓}
|11〉 = {2↑, 2↓}
(6.13)
In this formalism, {iφijφj} are Slater determinants that describe the different con-
figurations of possible electron occupations. States |00〉 and |11〉 represent both
electrons occupying lattice site 1 and 2, respectively. States |01〉 and |10〉 refer to
the spin-up (-down) electron residing in site 1 (2) and vice versa. With this mapping,
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0 −J −J 0
−J 0 0 −J
−J 0 0 −J





U 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 U

 (6.14)
The first term of the Hamiltonian effects the creation or annihilation operators.
Each state in the mapping described in Equation 6.13 can evolve into only two
other states as determined by the Hamiltonian. Therefore, we see two −J terms on
each row of the Hamiltonian. The electron number operator observes population in
a given site, so we only see U terms in the diagonal corners of this 2-site system.
Up to a constant, the Hamiltonian written in our first-quantization mapping
can be written in a Pauli operator Hamiltonian of the form:
H(t) = −J(σ̂x1 + σ̂x2 ) + Uσ̂z1σ̂z2 (6.15)
Because this Hamiltonian has two terms that do not commute, we cannot directly
apply it on our system and must rely on applying each term individually using
Trotterization.
6.3 Trotterization
The Trotter formula is a method to adiabatically combine non-commuting
matrices [99, 121]. It is necessary because digital quantum computers can only
apply native interactions onto qubits and only one operation can be applied onto
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a given qubit at a time. If the operators commute and are well-described by the
native interaction, this issue is circumvented by applying them sequentially with no
introduced error. More commonly, we are interested in applying arbitrary operators
that do not generally commute and we need to rely on some other method to create
the desired evolution like Trotterization.
Trotterization works by preparing the ground state of a known Hamiltonian
and then adiabatically evolving the system with a second, non-commuting Hamil-
tonian [122]. The adiabaticity is achieved using short-time evolution steps, during
which the Hamiltonian is approximately time independent. In this way, the system
evolves from the ground state of the first Hamiltonian to the ground state of the
second, target Hamiltonian. Mathematically, the approach can be written as:
U = e−i(Ha+Hb)τ = (e−iHaτ/n e−iHbτ/n)n + εO(δ2) (6.16)
≈ (e−iHaδ e−iHbδ)n (6.17)
where δ = τ/n is the small step size through the evolution up to the full time τ ,
and εO(δ2) is the error inherent in this method. For a constant τ , the accuracy
of the Trotterizatoin improves when δ is made smaller, though this increases the
computational complexity and the likelihood for systematic errors. We can re-write


















Each application of ÛFH evolves the system by δ towards the final evolution time
of τ . Using the quantum gate definitions from Chapter 3, we can implement this
Hamiltonian using native gates with the circuit in Figure 6.3. We begin the circuit
by preparing the qubits in the ground state of the Hamiltonian at time t = 0, which
is H = −σ̂x1 − σ̂x2 . This is accomplished by the Hadamard gates, which put each
qubit into the state 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉). The adiabatic evolution describes one of N steps
of evolution towards δ = Nt = τ . The circuit also includes the Fredkin gate, which
projects Rényi entropy information onto the ancilla qubit as discussed. The last
set of Hadamard gates on the non-ancilla qubits, will be discussed in the following
section.
With a two-qubit Hamiltonian in hand, we can simulate two copies of this
system and have an ancilla qubit available using only five qubits.
6.4 Experimental Results
Several different experiments were performed using the methods described
above. Firstly, we calculated Hamiltonian expectation values and Rényi entropies
in silico for sets of durations and interaction strengths without Trotterization to
get some idea of what to expect from the dynamics of our simulations. Since the
inherent Trotter errors cause deviations from these actual values, we also simulated
in silico the Trotterized experiments to understand the size of these deviations.
Next, we ran the experiment on our quantum computer using two different methods
of evolution:
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Method 1, Scan the number of adiabatic evolution steps (Nsteps) and hold τ and
δ constant. This method increases the number of quantum gates as we scan
Nsteps. This is termed Method 1.
Method 2, Hold Nsteps constant and scan τ and δ. Here, the number of gates is
constant at every step through the evolution, termed Method 2.
We implemented both types of evolution and measured the expectation value of
the Hamiltonian 〈H〉. This is done by measuring each term of the Hamiltonian
and summing them appropriately. We measure 〈σz1σz2〉, 〈σx1 〉, and 〈σx2 〉. The z-basis
correlation measurement is performed by measuring in the z-basis and calculating
Prob(11) + Prob(00)− Prob(01)− Prob(10). The x-basis measurements are single-
qubit measurements, so we simply measure in the x-basis with Hadamard gates
before measuring in the native z-basos, and calculate Prob(1) − Prob(0). Experi-
mental and theoretical data is plotted in Figure 6.4(a), alongside the exact solution
without the Trotter approximation. We found that the number of entangling gates
performed in each circuit lowers the fidelity of the result by some constant amount.
As such, we subtracted a straight line with slope 0.063 from the results in Method
I and a constant value of 0.58 from Method II. Mitigation errors in this manner
are useful on so-called noisy, intermediate-scale quantum devices [123]. Subtracting
a linear error-model is based on a first-order expansion of applying quantum gates
with 98 − 99% fidelity, where the leading-order term is linear [124]. Subtracting
a constant energy error from the results can be seen in a similar light, though we
do not need to consider a growing amount of error since the number of operations
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is constant. The value of 0.58 was determined from measuring the energy offset at
U = 0, where no evolution has taken place. Clearly, Method II has less Trotter error
compared with Method I.
Next, we measured the Rényi energy using both methods, as depicted in Fig-
ure 6.4 (b-c). Both methods are similar, but have different amounts of Trotter error.
Because we have significant systematic errors due to imperfect quantum gates, we
need to consider which method is preferable. Method I has more systematic errors
as the evolution gets longer, as seen by larger discrepancies with the theoretical
curve. Initially, with no evolution, the measured Rényi entropy is roughly 10% from
the ideal value using Method I. By the end of the evolution, the gap has widened
to nearly 30%. In contrast, the error in method II stays constant at around 30%.
Comparing either method to the exact solution (also plotted), we see that the ex-




repeat m = 1, 2, ..., N measure R2
checkadiabatic evolution
Figure 6.3: Quantum circuit depicting the central experiment on this topic. The
first Hadamard gates prepare the subsystems into ground states of the Hamiltonian.
Next, we repeat a Trotterization of the Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian using our native
gate set. This is repeated an integer number of times before we apply the Fredkin
gate to readout the Rényi entropy of the two copies of the systems. Lastly, the final
Hadamard gates are used to enable a post-selection argument that we use to ignore
failed experimental runs in post-processing.
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(c)
Figure 6.4: (a) Measuring the expectation value of the Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian
using two different Trotterized evolution schemes, as explained in the text. (b)
Method I is used to measure the Rényi entropy. The data is post-selected to remove
failed runs with the process discussed in the main text. (c) Method II is used to
measure the Rényi entropy.
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To filter out failed experimental runs from our results, we developed a method
to distinguish between failed and successful runs of our experiment. The additional
Hadamard gates at the conclusion of the algorithm on the lower four qubits in
Figure 6.3 enable us to extract additional information from the qubit register,
which we can use to post-select failed runs from successful runs. We noted that
the ancilla should be measured in the bright state only if subsystems 1-A and 2-A
were in different states and then swapped their states. Afterwards, the subsystems
should still be in different states. If both qubits were measured in the same state
and the ancilla was measured in the bright state, then the experiment clearly failed.
Therefore, of the 32 possible qubit states, we can deduce that twelve should have
no probability of being measured. If they are measured, it is a flag that something
has gone wrong experimentally. Therefore, we can disregard such experimental
runs during the data analysis. For example, if qubits 1-A, 1-B, 2-A, and 2-B are
in respective states |0〉 |1〉 |0〉 |1〉 and the ancilla is measured in |1〉, we know that
the Fredkin gate failed to write the correct information on the ancilla and we can
discard the experimental run. The data with this post-selection method is included
in Figure 6.4 (b-c). With this technique, our results match theoretical values
well. This technique and others like it take advantage of symmetries inherent in
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